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Date: 03 April 2017

By: Mandy Kennedy for the Board of Trustees

For period: Oct 18 2012 – March 31 2017

Trail Count Report

As of 31st March, QLDC have installed a new Eco-Visio counter at the Horne Creek Bridge, Marine Parade, this will
capture data for the Queenstown Trail (and the QT Masterplan) and already the numbers are impressive (3,199
movements on first day!). We will look forward to boosting our numbers by adding this counter into our next report.

When we split the Queenstown Trail into the individual rides and look at % proportion of trail use, Milliennium
Track in Arrowtown receives the biggest share of use with nearly 20%, Frankton Track receives 16% and both the
Gibbston River Trail and Lake Hayes Circuit both see 11% of all traffic (with Gibbston up from 3% in 2016!).

When comparing 2016 versus 2017 total journeys year to date we are seeing some strange trends, a bizarre 69% decrease
at Billies Bridge tells us they may have been a problem with the counter in 2016 or an event we didn’t know about (Jan
2016 saw 5178 journeys compared to Jan 17’s 1115). Trail journeys are also substantially down on the Kelvin Peninsula
trail with a 29% decrease on same period last year, with Jan and March in particular showing much less traffic in 2017.
However on the plus side Morven Ferry (Edgar Bridge) is showing a 44% increase in journeys and Gibbston River Trail a
whopping 229%, the latter could be down to a faulty counter (I’m not convinced the PTC3 counters work that well).
Otherwise we are seeing a nice steady increase on all other trails.

NB: The data for Arrowtown’s Millennium Track counter is not adding up, hence we have moderated the data for
2017 and we will investigate the problem and report back next month.

A total 1,294,144 trail journeys and 5,758,941 total trail movements (clicks) since opening in October 2012, this
includes 114,982 journeys so far in 2017, compared to 109,538 in the same period in 2016, a nice 5% increase year
on year so far.

Executive Summary

10 “Eco-Counters” are located at key entrance points and structures along the trail network. The counters consist of a heat sensitive sensor and
data logger. Each sensor is hidden within a timber post or similar at a point of constriction to count people as they pass on foot or bike. For each
count the time and day is recorded and with the new technology we can report on either pedestrian or cycle traffic and direction there-of. With the
original counters (installed September 2012), the data was wirelessly uploaded in the field to a laptop and then uploaded to a cloud based
application that analyses the data and provides reports. The new counters (four in total) distinguish between walkers and cyclists and report on the
direction of movement. The software now offers an auto-upload into Eco Counter software which enables us to read the data at any time we wish,
which is presently on a quarterly basis. These four new counters were installed on June 26th and October 7th, 2014. The new software and counters
are considered to be more accurate and are able to be monitored online. Any apparent false data can be moderated by the software application and
this is now monitored on a monthly basis to ensure we quickly see and amend any anomalies. Since July 2015 we have been able to access data for
both Jack’s Point and the Lake Hayes Track via the Department of Conservation (DoC) trail count technology. The counter technology utilised for
these two trails is based on a ‘click’ each time a person passes the counter, there is no methodology applied to these trails as they are both linear.
PTC3 counter technology has been purchased by QTT and installed at two additional sites, Arrowtown’s Millennium Track and the new Gibbston
River Trail. From March 2016, data from these two new sites will be included in the overall trail count. Total number of counters on the
Queenstown Trail is now 14.

Methodology

The trail was officially opened on October 18, 2012 - this report provides an indication on the total number of movements also known as trail
movements or ‘clicks’ recorded as a trail user passes one of the counting sites. Research to travel patterns has been collected via limited survey
data on travel patterns which indicate a rider passes an average of 4.45 counter stations. Assuming this is the case, there were some 1,294,144
unique trail journeys completed since the opening of the Queenstown Trail.

The Queenstown Trail is a 120km walking and cycling trail connecting the communities of Queenstown, Frankton, Arrowtown, Gibbston and Jack’s
Point.
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Data for the reporting period from the following sites – Kawarau Falls Bridge and Old School Road have been moderated as data has been missing from some of
the months; the moderation is based on historical and present data when the counters were performing adequately. As we now have access to DoC counter
information for Jack’s Point and Lake Hayes Trails and we have incorporated this data best we can into the overall report, in particular graphed reports. We are
currently undergoing research with regard to the weighting (of 4.45 clicks) used to moderate the trail movements in order to ensure we are producing the most
accurate data we possibly can.

an issue with the counter. We will review this once we have rectified the issue.

all traffic (up from 3% last year when comparing same period Jan-Mar2016). Please bear in mind Millennium Track figures have been moderated this year due to

The Millennium Track is still leading the way with the greatest number of trail journeys with 12,344 in 2017 so far, taking the largest share of total trail traffic
(19.5%), followed by Frankton Track with 18,570 trail journeys so far in 2017, taking 16% share of all trail traffic and pretty much neck and neck third place, Lake
Hayes Circuit saw 12,475 trail journeys so far this year with 11% share of trail traffic and Gibbston River Trail saw 12,344 trail journeys equating to 11% share of

use beyond recreational riding and walking.

The Frankton Track and Riverside Road counters show high levels of usage during week days around 5pm, showing that the trail offers a level of local commuting

A total of 5,758,941 trail movements (‘clicks’) or 1,294,144 trail journeys of the Queenstown Trail were recorded since the opening of the Trail on October 18,
2012. The peak usage day so far in 2017 was Wednesday 29 March with 548 trail movements on the Frankton Track (Lake Wakatipu Ride). Generally, the busiest
days on the Trail occurs over the weekend – Saturday predominantly.

Results

5. Kawarau Falls Bridge (moderated)

3. Lake Hayes Circuit
4. Gibbston River Trail

1. Millennium Track, Arrow River Bridges Ride
2. Frankton Track, Lake Wakatipu Ride

Trail Counter / Section

January 01 – March 30 2017

TOP 5 TRAILS 2017

2017 Trail
Journeys
22,465
18,570
12,475
12,344
9,443

% of Total Trail
Traffic
19.5%
16%
11%
11%
8%

Proportion of Trail Use by Counter – 2017 (year to date Jan – Mar)

Fig1. Includes data from new PC3T counters

Fig2. Shows data without PC3T Counters

Queenstown Trail Total Journeys October 01, 2012 to December 31, 2016
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Wakatipu Active Transport Strategic Context
Introduction
This document presents the Strategic Planning context for the Wakatipu Active Transport Network
project at the national, regional and district scales.

1.1. National
Government Policy Statement on Land Transport 2018/19 – 2017/28
The 2018 GPS on Land Transport (GPS 2018) for the period 2018/19 – 2017/28 outlines the
Government’s strategy to guide land transport investment over the next 10 years. This guidance
provides for investments in:
x
x
x

Maintaining our existing transport network to ensure we can get where we need to go;
Improving our land transport network so that it functions better; and
Delivering specific objectives including improving safety, improving access and
contributing to environmental policies.

In adopting the GPS, the Government has confirmed the following strategic priorities for the land
transport system:
x
x
x
x

Safety – a safe system, free of death and serious injury;
Access – a system that provides increased access to economic and social opportunities,
enables transport choice and access, and is resilient;
Environment – a system that reduces greenhouse gas emissions, as well as adverse
effects on the local environment and public health; and
Value for money – a system that delivers the right infrastructure and services to the
right level at the best cost.

These strategic priorities are supported by objectives and themes.
Problems and benefits identified in this Business Case are aligned to the strategic priorities described
above of:
x
x
x

Safety in addressing the lack of safe infrastructure;
Access in addressing the informal and incomplete cycle and walking trails, which leads
to low usage; and
Environment in addressing congestion, health and other effects.

The relevant strategic priority of “value for money” is concerned with delivering the right solution to the
right level at the best cost, which is achieved through following a Business Case process.

NZ Transport Agency Statement of Intent (2018)
The NZ Transport Agency’s Statement of Intent responds to the new GPS and sets a new outcomes

framework for the transport sector. The framework describers five long term outcomes for the transport
system:
x
x
x
x
x

Inclusive access;
Economic prosperity;
Resilience and security;
Environmental sustainability; and,
Healthy and Safe people.

Mode neutrality is a guiding principle of the framework which means considering all modes when
planning, regulating and funding transport, and basing decision on delivering positive social, economic
and environmental outcomes.

National Land Transport Programme (NLTP)
The National Land Transport Programme (NLTP) provides the Transport Agency’s three-year programme
of planned activities and a 10-year forecast of revenue and expenditure prepared by the NZ Transport
Agency to give effect to the GPS.
Developing a multi-modal approach to keeping Queenstown moving is identified in the NLTP. The NLTP
refers to “investigations are looking at various transport improvements within the town centre, to meet
projected increases in the population and visitors.” Consideration is being given to activities that will
improve access including infrastructure for walking and cycling. Specific reference is made to
“pedestrianisation of the town centre and new on-road/off-road shared walking/cycling opportunities”.

1.2. Regional
Otago Regional Land Transport Plan 2015 - 2021
The Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP) reflects strategic direction from the GPS. The long-term goal of
the RLTP is “achieving a safer and more sustainable transport system that supports and enhances
regional development.
The following long-term results have been identified:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The network is reliable and resilient;
Major externalities are reduced (including road risk and the resultant trauma, and
carbon emissions);
Exporting is supported;
Tourism is enabled and supported;
Growth is enabled;
Non-traditional economic sectors are enabled;
There is an increased choice in travel modes;
Community resilience has been enhanced (including climate change adaptation).
Decision-making is timely and relevant;
There is sufficient support and choice of funding to realise the strategy outlined in these
plans; and
Increased value for money delivered by transport infrastructure investments.

These intended long-term results are important because, collectively, they will enable our regions to
achieve the goal, by ensuring the following three factors that are critical to success in achieving the goal
are realised:
x
x
x

Transport enables and supports economic activity and growth;
The transport system adequately meets social needs; and
Transport helps to positively shape the future of Otago and Southland.

The benefit of an Integrated Active Travel Network and associated KPIs in the ILM align with the RLTP
priority of improving network access for all modes and establishing a reliable and resilient network.
ORC’s framework provides the case for transport investment in active travel improvements.

Otago Regional Council 10-year Plan 2018
The benefits identified in the ILM for this SSBC include positive community and environmental effects,
which aligns with the ORC’s vision from the 10-year Plan 2018 of providing “A Prosperous and
Sustainable future for Otago”.

1.3. District
QLDC Long Term Plan 2018-2028
This plan sets out QLDC’s vision and objectives as well as identifying infrastructure projects and their
funding streams.
The vision for the plan is vibrant communities, enduring landscapes and bold leadership.
The community outcomes for this plan are:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Efficient and effective community facilities;
Communities have a good standard of living and wellbeing;
Communities are inclusive for all;
Strong cultural landscape that inspires, preserves and celebrates our heritage, arts and
culture;
Appropriate public access;
Efficient and effective infrastructure;
Environmental sustainability and low impact living is highly valued;
Quality built environments that meet local needs and respect the local character;
World class landscapes are protected;
Sustainable growth management;
Partnering for success;
Investing strategically;
Enabling diversification;
A responsive organisation;
An organisation that consults effectively and makes sound decisions;
Communities are resilient and prepared for civil defence emergency events;
An organisation that demonstrates leadership; and
An organisation that considers the district’s partnership with Mana Whenua.

Specific to active travel, QLDC is planning to:
“improve the on/off road cycle/pedestrian network across the Wakatipu, additional crossing of the
Shotover river, a cycle hire scheme, marketing, promotion and education, cycle storage facilities, lockers
and showers.”
The KPIs for Benefit two as defined in the ILM for this SSBC seeks improved active mode usage and is
closely aligned with QLDC’s outcomes of appropriate public access and environmental sustainability.
Increased active mode usage also aligns with the vision of seeking vibrant communities.
The focus on alternative transport options aligns with QLDC’s outcome of developing efficient and
effective infrastructure.

Queenstown Town Centre Transport Strategy – The Next Steps (2016)
The Queenstown Town Centre Transport Strategy states its strategic direction as “Preserve and improve
resident and visitor enjoyment of the Town Centre by reducing congestion and leading a necessary shift
away from reliance on private cars.”
This strategy includes a series of initiatives towards reducing congestion and reliance on private cars,
such as parking initiatives and traffic demand management measures.
Problem statement 3 outlines the limited alternative options and current modal preferences are leading
to congestion, poor health and other effects. Benefit statement 3 seeks positive community and
environmental effects with KPIs for mode share and health benefits. These statements support the
strategic direction stated in the Queenstown Town Centre Transport Strategy by improving resident and
visitor enjoyment of the Town Centre by reducing congestion and a shift away from private cars.

QLDC District Plan
The Strategic Direction chapter of the QLDC District Plan (decisions version) outlines QLDC’s strategic
direction for the management of growth, land use and development in a manner that ensures
sustainable management of the Queenstown Lakes District’s special qualities. Objective 3.2.1.9 of the
Strategic Direction chapter is relevant to this Business Case:
Objective 3.2.1.9 Infrastructure in the District that is operated, maintained, developed and upgraded
efficiently and effectively to meet community needs and to maintain the quality of the environment.
Benefit two prepared for this SSBC aligns with Objective 3.2.1.9 of the District Plan in that it seeks an
integrated Active Travel Network, which increases the level of service this infrastructure provides.
The Transport chapter of the QLDC District Plan as notified outlines QLDC’s strategic direction for
transport in the district. Objectives 2 and 6 of the Transport chapter are relevant to this Business Case:
Objective 2 Maintenance and improvement of access, ease and safety of pedestrian and vehicle
movement throughout the District
Objective 6 Recognise, encourage and provide for the safe movement of cyclists and pedestrians in a
pleasant environment within the District

Benefit two aligns with Objective 2 of the Transport chapter in that it provides for better safety and
security. Benefits two and three align with Objective 6 in seeking an integrated Active Travel Network
and positive community and environmental effects.

Queenstown Trails Trust Strategic Plan – Queenstown Trails for The Future 2015-2025
Queenstown Trails for the Future 2015 -2025 identifies three goals that will drive a sustainable trail
network and encourage more people to use it:
x
x
x

Developing a world class network for residents and visitors;
Increased use and stewardship of trails; and
Sustainable financing for trails.

Queenstown Trails for the Future 2015 -2025 aims to ensure a network of sustainable trails that will:
x
x
x

Encourage greater participation and contribute to healthier lifestyles for residents and
visitors;
Improve the connectivity of Queenstown and surrounding communities; and
Encourage growth in visitor numbers and yield to Queenstown.

The benefit of positive community and environmental effects, and associated KPIs (mode share and
health benefits) align with the Queenstown Trails for the Future 2015 -2025 strategy regarding greater
participation and contribution to healthier lifestyles for residents and visitors. Also, the Business Case
benefit of an integrated Active Travel Network and associated KPI of connection rating for key travel
nodes aligns with the Queenstown Trails for the Future 2015 -2025 strategy to improve connectivity of
Queenstown and surrounding communities.

Queenstown Lakes District On Foot, by Cycle Strategy
The purpose of this Business Case strategy is to revisit the proposed ‘On Foot, by Cycle’ strategy by
QLDC. The original document’s broad outcome was toto see more people walking and cycling and
greater satisfaction within the community with the ease, safety and security of walking and cycling in
the district.
The vision and objectives are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: QLDC On Foot, By Cycle Strategy

The Business Case aligns with the vision and objectives of this strategy to provide an attractive and safe
environment for cyclists and pedestrians. The benefits of an integrated Active Travel Network and
positive community and environmental effects aligns with the strategy’s objective to encourage and
enhance walking and cycling as healthy and active activities.

Queenstown Future Development Strategy
A Future Development Strategy (FDS) is being prepared for the urban areas of the Queenstown Lakes
District, including Queenstown, Wanaka and the smaller townships in accordance with the National
Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity.
The FDS is to define the location, timing and sequencing of land identified to accommodate growth in
housing and business over the short (0-3 years), medium term (3-10 years) and long term (10+ years).
An integrated approach is to be achieved with the planning and delivery of infrastructure.
Options are being investigated for the future urban form of Queenstown, Wanaka and the smaller
townships including the status quo of consolidation and containment, an option of greater
intensification around nodes, and an option of outward expansion. The evaluation and engagement on
these options will inform the Draft FDS.
This Business Case seeks to improve links between nodes, enabling recreational, tourist and commuter
trips and a mode shift i.e. increase in proportion of trips taken by active modes. The land use pattern
promoted through the FDS will be integrated with planning for the transport network, such that land
use patterns contribute to greater uptake of active modes.

The New Zealand Cycle Trail (NZCT) Queenstown Great Ride
The Queenstown trail is one of 22 great rides within New Zealand, which covers 120km of cycle trails
within the Wakatipu Basin. The Queenstown Trail is a joint initiative of the Queenstown Trails Trust, the
QLDC, and the New Zealand Cycle Trail project. The Queenstown Trail network is seven standalone (but
connected) rides. A portion of the trail network is also connected to the Tour Aotearoa route which
extends from Cape Reinga to Bluff. The route traverses the Queenstown Trail network along the
Kawarau and Shotover Rivers before connecting onto the Queenstown to Frankton Trail to central
Queenstown (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Tour Aotearoa route within the Queenstown Trail Network

As part of Stage 1, a Business Case was completed by Martin Jenkins & Associates Limited (Martin
Jenkins) for the Queenstown Trail Realignment Project to assess trail links between Arrowtown and
Arthurs point, connecting into Tucker Beach. The proposed trails can be seen in Figure 3. Stage 2 will
address the southern part of the Trails network, creating a return loop from Jack’s Point to Frankton,
and along the south bank of the Kawarau Rive to Gibbston, with pedestrian overbridges linking to
Remarkables Park and Lake Hayes Estate. WSP Opus have been commissioned by QLDC to assess the
feasibility of the Stage 2 proposal, which is currently complete.

Figure 3: Queenstown Trail Realignment Project - Stage 1

As part of this Business Case, predicted user growth and economic benefits were presented. The growth
rates presented in this Business Case were reviewed and considered reasonable by Ministry of Business
Innovation and Employment’s (MBIE) Great Ride Enhancement and Extension Fund team. It states that

over ten years (2021 to 2030), total riders of the new trail (excluding commuters) are expected to
increase by an average of 2.8% per year, predominantly driven by projected growth in multi-day riders
(3.8% per year). The projected trail users can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Projected trail users by type

An economic review of the proposed trails was also completed. At a cost of $3.75 million (NZD),
the project provided a benefit of $35 million (NZD), resulting in an economic Benefit to Cost
Ratio (BCR) of 9.3 and an Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of 63%. The majority of benefits came
from anticipated visitor spend due to the increase in users, as well as health benefits for all
users. The breakdown can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)

This study aligns with this strategic case as it shows the significant economic benefits of providing
attractive active travel links between key destinations within the Wakatipu Basin.

Central Otago Queenstown Trail Network
The Central Otago Queenstown Trail Network is a $26-30 million-dollar (NZD) initiative to implement
500km of trail network to link the Queenstown Trail, Proposed Kawarau Gorge Trail, Proposed Cromwell
Gorge Trail, Roxburgh Gorge Trail, Clutha Gold Trail and the Otago Central Rail Trail. The route can be
seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Central Otago Queenstown Trail Network

To secure the funding from central government, the Central Lakes Trust and Otago Community
Trust, a Business Case process was completed. This Business Case aligns with the proposed
Central Otago Queenstown Trail network as it builds upon the existing Queenstown Trail,
promoting links into the wider area.

Frankton Masterplan (In Progress)
A transport Master plan is being prepared for Frankton, being a major centre in the Wakatipu
Basin that is attracting a growing number of residents and visitors for services, amenities and
employment1. The Master plan process will result in a preferred programme of transport
improvements to ensure good access both to, within and through Frankton. The study area is
shown in Figure 7.
Frankton is a key destination on the trails network with a number of routes considered as part
of the Active Travel Network SSBC providing access to Frankton. Consideration is also to be
given as part of the Active Travel Network SSBC to how these routes will connect within the
Frankton Area.

1

This includes but is not limited to the following activities: Community facilities, recreation areas, education facilities including
Wakatipu High School, commercial activities as part of the Queenstown Central, Five Mile and Remarkables Park developments,
visitor accommodation, residential activities, Queenstown International Airport, and industrial activities including airport related
activities.

Figure 7: Frankton Masterplan Study Area

Queenstown Town Centre Detailed Business Case (In Progress)
This Detailed Business Case (DBC) is focussed on the Queenstown Town Centre. This will build
upon the interventions identified in the Queenstown Town Centre PBC and Indicative Business
Case (IBC). The options being developed and evaluated include:
x
x

x
x
x

Optimisation of the existing transport network, including the role of technology and
supporting network management infrastructure;
Testing of the QLDC parking strategy and the level of parking infrastructure (spaces and
management) required to deliver the wider transport system outcomes sought (including
supporting intelligent transport systems (ITS), etc.);
Network operation items including ITS and other management interventions;
Required public transport services and interchange infrastructure for bus and ferry
services; and,
Development of the arterials.

The Active Travel SSBC is to confirm the routes through the town centre that were previously
identified in the Queenstown Town Centre Master Plan. Outside the Business Case, designs are
being prepared for facilities along Beach Street, Rees and Breacon Street (Mall Street to Skyline)
and Park Street (from the Queenstown Garden via Hotops Rise Earl Street). The implementation
of these designs is subject to funding.

Frankton to Queenstown Single Stage Business Case (In Progress)
This SSBC is focussed on SH6A from SH6 through to Ballarat Street. This will build upon the
interventions identified in the Queenstown Integrated Transport PBC, which are being
developed and evaluated further to define a preferred option, including:
x
x
x
x

Increased capacity of SH6A (4 or 3 lanes);
Localised widening;
Bus priority and supporting measures (e.g. signal prioritisation); and
Intersection improvements.

Also, within the scope of the Business Case is the identification of potential High Capacity Water
Transport and mass rapid transit (MRT) options. This is to ensure that the SH6A interventions
are appropriately sized and whether the long-term solution for the corridor is to provide either
of these solutions. This project opened for public consultation early in 2019 and closed on the
10 February 2019. The purpose of this consultation was to understand the problems people are
facing on their journeys from Queenstown Airport and Frankton via SH6 and around
Queenstown Town Centre (relating to the Queenstown Town Centre Detailed Business Case
(DBC)).
The Active Travel SSBC has considered the most appropriate route for active travel between
Frankton and Queenstown and will also need to consider the linkages from the Frankton Track
(as the emerging preferred option) to SH6 and the residential areas on Queenstown Hill.
Without appropriate connections, there could be a reduced uptake of the proposed facilities.

Grant Road to Kawarau Falls Bridge Detailed Business Case (In progress)
This DBC is focussed on improving traffic flows on SH6 between Grant Road and the Kawarau
Falls Bridge and developing a preferred option for achieving better connectivity, whilst
improving the network for public transport, walking and cycling.
The connectivity across the river and connections between the main active travel routes within
Frankton is an important consideration as part of the Active Travel SSBC.

Lake Wakatipu Public Water Ferry Service Detailed Business Case (In progress)
This DBC is focussed on the Lake Wakatipu public water ferry service and will determine the
viability of a ferry service to attract commercial operators and a potentially subsidised service.
The water ferry is among several options being considered to provide improved travel choices
for users, and form part of the wider programme that looks to reduce reliance on private
vehicles. This project will also consider the potential connections. The draft DBCe is set for
completion in late-April.
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Introduction

Queenstown Lakes District Council (QLDC), the New Zealand Transport Agency (NZ Transport Agency), and
Otago Regional Council (ORC) are working collaboratively as part of the Wakatipu Way to Go initiative, to
create an active travel network in the Wakatipu Basin that is reliable, resilient and connects communities that
encourages residents and visitors of all ages and abilities to walk and cycle.
Beca Ltd (Beca) has been commissioned to undertake a Single Stage Business Case (SSBC) to help inform
the preferred network options. There are approximately 190km of existing trails for walking, hiking and
cycling in the Wakatipu Basin. While these are popular for recreational use and with tourists, the routes are
incomplete and do not currently form a comprehensive network that connects people to where they live, work
and play.
Together with the Queenstown Trails Trust, a list of options was created for each of the proposed routes.
Meetings with key stakeholders, including local schools, Iwi and the Department of Conservation allowed for
feedback to be gathered, which alongside technical research, allowed for each of the options to be tested
against a range of social, environmental and economic criteria to come up with the draft preferred network.
Following this, consultation and engagement with the community was undertaken as part of the wider
Wakatipu Way to Go project. Feedback from the community is crucial in understanding how and why people
choose to travel around the Wakatipu Basin, what can be done to increase active modes of travel and how
the preferred network might facilitate this. Engagement was also undertaken with key landowners whose
land may be required for the Active Travel Network.
The Wakatipu Way to Go consultation sought to introduce the project and gain community insights, primarily
by way of community engagement events, a project website and various group presentations. The
community engagement events in the form of three market stands and additional targeted pop-up events
were held at different times and various locations in March/April 2019. Two pop-up events were led by the
Active Travel team.
This report provides a high-level overview of the community and stakeholder engagement on the Wakatipu
Active Travel Network project, as well as a summary of the feedback received.
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Community Engagement

Community engagement was largely coordinated by QLDC as part of the Wakatipu Way to Go initiative. The
key community engagement period ran from 1 April to 19 April, although limited engagement did occur
outside of this period. A range of different channels were used to introduce the project, invite attendance at
one of the community engagement events and seek feedback. Feedback was sought through a number of
methods including:
In person
Online Survey (survey monkey)
● Email Submissions
● Social Media
●
●

The below sections provide an overview of the engagement methods used, focusing on those particularly
relevant to the Wakatipu Active Travel Network project.

2.1 Advertising
Appendix A sets out the Wakatipu Way to Go advertising and promotional campaign. In summary, project
awareness was raised via radio and print advertising, print and online newsletters, social media, direct
emails, and media releases.
In addition to this, addressed letters were dropped into mailboxes of residents in Kelvin Peninsula and
around Lake Hayes, who may be directly affected by the project, to invite them to attend one of the market
stands or Active Travel led pop up events.

2.2 Collateral
Wakatipu Way to Go information panels were developed, which included key information on the Active
Travel project. These panels were present at all community engagement events and the same information
was presented on brochures which were distributed at the events and on display at QLDC’s offices, libraries
and event centre. Business cards and the Wakatipu Way to Go brochure were handed out at all events
directing people to the project webpage and online survey.

2.3 Project Website
QLDC’s Lets Talk website hosted pages on the Wakatipu Way to Go initiative. In relation to the Active Travel
project, the website includes an overview of the project, a summary of the progress so far, and an interactive
map of the preferred network of trails.

2.4 Community Engagement Events
The key community engagement events took the form of stands at three markets; four targeted pop up (two
specifically for Active Travel); and information panels at Queenstown Events Centre and Queenstown Library
over Easter. The Information Panels provided information on the Wakatipu Way to Go initiative, including the
Active Travel project, and people were encouraged to ask questions of the team present and provide
feedback by way of post it note comments or in person to the team or via the online survey. Appendix B
provides the Debrief Reports for the markets and pop ups.
To complement the Wakatipu Way to Go market stands, two pop up events were led by the Active Travel
team. These were held at the Motatapu Race and at the Frankton Marina. The locations for the pop up
events were chosen to attract those who may use the existing network of trails or who might be interested in
doing so. A summary of these pop-up events is provided below.
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Motatapu
Location: Motatapu Finish Line
Date: 9th and 10th March 2019
The pop-up event at the finish line of the Motatapu Race attracted a number of people and allowed early
feedback prior to the main consultation and engagement period. However, the main focus of the event was
to raise awareness of the project. The Active Travel team shared a stand with the Queenstown Trails Trust
and a map of the preferred network of trails was provided.
In depth conversations were had with a number of people and the event was helpful for gaining an
understanding of the barriers to using active modes of travel, with safety being identified as one of the key
barriers.
Key themes that emerged included:
●
●
●
●
●
●

There are barriers preventing people from cycling, including poor lighting, safety concerns, difficulty
wayfinding, and track surfacing.
International tourists are used to sealed tracks but come here for an ‘adventure’ holiday and sealing
tracks would detract from the adventure.
Additional toilet and drinking water facilities would be beneficial.
The trails should integrate with public transport.
Workplaces (particularly where parking is limited) should encourage walking and cycling by providing
facilities (such as showers).
Separated cycle ways would encourage kids to cycle. School programmes are needed to increase both
kids and parent’s confidence on the roads.

Frankton Marina
Location: Frankton Marina
Date and Time: Thursday 11th April, 3:45-6:00 pm
The pop up event at Frankton Marina was targeted at those cyclists and walkers who already use the trail so
the event was scheduled to capture commuters heading out of Queenstown and other local users. The pop
up attracted a mixture of both local residents and visitors, with a number of attendees mentioning they had
received advertising for the event in advance. There was a good cross section of users on the Frankton
Track including cyclists, pedestrians and e-scooters.
The Wakatipu Way to Go Active Travel information panel provided information on the project, and business
cards and the Wakatipu Way to Go brochure directing people to the website to find more information and fill
in the online survey were handed out.
Those in attendance were generally positive about the Active Travel project and interested in possible
upgrades to the tracks. Discussion was mainly focussed on the Frankton Track with many people supporting
the track remaining gravel and only being asphalted if absolutely necessary. There was concern that sealing
the track could cause issues with ice in winter. The Kelvin Heights track was also mentioned a number of
times, with attendees noting that ferry connections to this route are important and that it is currently used
predominantly for recreational purposes.
Key themes that emerged included:
People value the unsealed tracks, as they enjoy the walking and cycling experience.
● Commuters to and from a destination valued the ability to be completely separate from traffic.
●
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Concerns include lack of signage and concern around sealing of tracks allowing e-scooters to travel at
faster speeds.
● Concern about sealed tracks increasing e-mobility users speeds on the trails.
● The width of the Frankton track is considered ‘adequate’ except during peak season (Jan/Feb) with some
cyclists noting they avoid the trail during that period.
●

Queenstown Events Centre and Library Panel Feedback 18-22nd April 2019
Over the Easter period the Wakatipu Way to Go Information Panels were placed at Queenstown Library and
a number of comments were made using post it notes. The comments included possible locations for new
facilities along the routes and mixed feedback on which routes should be sealed and which should be gravel.

2.5 Survey Results
The Wakatipu Way to Go Survey (hosted by Survey Monkey) on QLDC’s Lets Talk website received 194
responses. Questions 10 through to 17 related to Active Travel and a summarised below.
We asked:
What are your main reasons for using the trails?
Here’s what you said:
Most respondents use the trails for fitness or fun (60%) followed by getting to or from school or work
(26%), getting to or from another destination (11%) and other (3%).
● ‘Other’ responses included dog walking and avoiding the road if biking to work.
●

We asked:
Check out the proposed Active Travel Network Plan and let us know if there are any particular trails
that should be sealed with asphalt? And which should have a gravel surface? (Note that this question
appears twice, as Q12 and Q16. However, respondents were only asked the question once. For ease, responses to both
questions have been combined for this question)

Here’s what you said:
●

●
●
●
●

There was a relatively even split for the preferred surface of the tracks lakeside or rural tracks should
remain gravel, those trails used as main commuter tracks should be sealed, as this will help to get
residents out of their cars to get to work, and school children to school.
Routes that are primarily for fitness or fun should stay gravel. Gravel tracks must be well maintained and
graded. Gravel also serves to keep speed down.
The feel of the tracks is very important, with users enjoying the feel of being on a rural/gravel track,
especially when they are by the lakes and in nature, rather than feeling like they are on a road.
Respondents were concerned with ice on asphalted surfaces in the winter. Gravel is considered by many
to be safer in the winter.
Routes for substantial commuting purposes and areas that are hilly should be sealed. Important to users
is that paths are widened and the steepness of them is sorted out to increase usability.

“Route 1 [SH6 Kingston Road] must be a priority, existing highway shoulder / road reserve is un-rideable in
many places and very few cars will give legal passing distance, so riding in the land feels almost suicidal”.
“No asphalt. Too many issues with ice in winter. Speed of bikes of sealed cycle paths with runners, walkers,
dogs etc is too dangerous. This is from the opinion of a road cyclist who would love more cycle lands. But not
at the shortcut expense of our beautiful trails”
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“Frankton to Queenstown CBD should be sealed. The rest are fine as they are. Leave them alone. These
are special, keep them as natural as possible”.

We asked:
What improvements would make it easier and more appealing to walk or cycle along Frankton Road
or other key commuter routes, including accessing the Queenstown Town Centre i.e. protected cycle
lanes, shared paths, bike storage at bus stops, etc.
Here’s what you said:
●

●
●
●
●

Protected cycle lanes, especially those that are direct, are noted as being increasingly important, both to
allow to cyclists safely travel while avoiding cars, but also to separate cyclists and walkers, adding to the
safety of everyone using the trails.
Bike storage / parking is considered necessary, as it happens in other cities. This is requested both along
tracks and in town.
The Shotover Bridge is frequently noted as being unsafe for cyclists and pedestrians and that increased
safety measures be implemented to avoid cyclists using the main bridge.
Other safety measures suggested including mirrors on blind corners.
Reference to the Copenhagen Bicycle Strategy and the connection with public transport and cyclists.

“Key routes need to be better maintained and have a much better surface. The track to Arthurs point is a
case in point where the current surface is only manageable by wide tyres on a mountain bike and is simply
not suitable for a commuter bike”.
“Cycle lanes should be sealed with asphalt and not have a high incline otherwise it will be a workout to cycle
which is not attractive going into town or to work.”

We asked:
What facilities would make you walk or cycle more often, or start? i.e. toilets, bike racks, water
fountains, bike maintenance stands, seating etc.
Here’s what you said:
Facilities people would like to see include seating, toilets, water fountains, bike maintenance stands and
maps along the routes.
● Some respondents considered that the barriers (e.g. distance, poor weather) to walking or cycling cannot
be overcome by additional facilities.
● For commuting purposes, quick and safe routes are wanted, that are sealed with separate pedestrian
tracks.
● Some also said it would be good if the Frankton Walkway around the Frankton Arm was paved and lit.
●

“Nothing. I have bought a bike and will ride it recreationally, but I don’t think there’s anything extra needed to
promote cycling. People either want to or they don’t”.
“The climate here just isn’t conductive to cycling or walking all year round. It’s too dark, cold and icy for a
good third of the year. It’s not Auckland!”
“I used to use the Kelvin Heights track daily as a trail runner. Now it has been ruined due to dumbing it down.
The cyclists travel too fast and I am in fear of being run down by them. It used to be a lovely technical little
trail and has been ruined. There is nowhere around where cyclist have not been given priority”.
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We asked:
What stops you from walking or cycling to and from school, work, the shops, or for recreation?
Here’s what you said:
Typically, people noted the distance and incline as being two of the major barriers to walking or cycling,
as well as age. Weather and daylight hours are also determining factors for some.
● It is noted that it is quite dangerous to walk on the roads as there is a large amount of traffic travelling at
speed.
●

“Trails around Arthurs Point are also terrible for commuting. There is no way I would let my children bike to
school when they are older if no changes are made - no trail through Arthurs Point and narrow road
shoulders - too dangerous”.
“Having to double back on myself by going over the old bridge”.

2.6 Places tool
One responded provided location-based feedback using the Bang the Table places tool.
This feedback noted that a direct cycle bridge across the Shotover River and a direct cycle lane alongside
the road to Five Mile and Frankton was necessary, as the current cycle links are considered dangerous and
there is a lack of pedestrian connectivity. The BP roundabout was considered to be dangerous and requires
a cycle connection across it and a safer way to cross the state highway. Additionally the respondent
considered a park and ride facility beside the ferry terminal and a fully sealed cycleway were necessary.

2.7 Email Submissions
A number of people provided feedback via email. The preferred network was generally considered positively,
however a number of respondents mentioned that crossings on busy roads need improvements. Specific
suggestions were made about a number of routes. In relation to the Kelvin Heights to Frankton trail, one
respondent sought that the track be upgraded without being sealed as this would avoid this route becoming
a ‘race track.’ One respondent suggested creating a commuter trail adjacent to Peninsula Road to allow for
the potential higher use from population growth in the area. Overall, there is support for an on-road route
along Peninsula Road and retention of the existing lake front path to ensure the safety of those using the
cycle routes as well as maintaining the natural form and beauty of the lake side trail.
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Stakeholder Engagement

The Active Travel team held meetings with the following key stakeholders in early 2019:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The Department of Conservation
Ritchies Queenstown
Porter Group regarding the proposed Gondola and trails alongside Kawarau River
Southern District Health Board
Wakatipu High School
Remarkables Primary School
Shotover Primary School
QLDC’s Parks Team.

These meetings sought to introduce the Active Travel project, seek feedback on the draft preferred network
and establish / cement positive working relationships for further stages of the project. Meeting minutes were
taken.
QLDC led presentations on the Wakatipu Way to Go project to the following groups:
Wakatipu Senior Citizens Association
● Chamber of Commence
● Community Associations.
●

4

Iwi Engagement

QLDC led a Hui with representatives from Aukaha and Te Ao Marama to provide an overview of the
Wakatipu Way to Go projects and to discuss opportunities for working together moving forward. A short
presentation was given on the Active Travel project which discussed how Iwi inputs could add value to the
project.
Subsequently, Auhuka has provided further information on the potential issues and opportunities for ngā
Rūnaka. A key recommendation for the next stage of the project is close collaborative working with Aukaha
and Te Ao Marama on key aspects of the project, but particularly:
1. Kāi Tahu requirements for the management of physical works across the network, but particularly for
the northern end of the Jacks Point to Frankton trail which traverses the traditional settlement of Tititea,
including prior to construction any particular construction methodologies or cultural monitoring to be
implemented1; and
2. Identifying and implementing any opportunities to create and reflect cultural narrative within the network
of trails, including and particularly bridge structures, through both the detailed design and construction
stages of the project.

The Consent Strategy for the Active Travel SSBC also contains recommendations around the requirement
for archaeological assessments in conjunction and agreement with Kāi Tahu.

1
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Land Owner Engagement

The project team, including QLDC and QTT representatives, has met with 11 landowners during the SSBC
phase relating to portions of three routes, being: Jacks Point to Frankton; the trails along the north and south
sides of the Kawarau River between Lake Hayes Estate and the Kawarau Bridge; the connection from the
Old Shotover Bridge to Five Mile, and the northern end of the of the trail that runs between Frankton and
Tucker Beach Road via Lake Johnson.
The meetings provided information on the project and options for the trails, where the SSBC process sat
within the overall project delivery programme, and how these landowners could be directly affected by the
proposed network.
As part of discussions information was received from landowners on the proposed works and impacts (or
not) on their properties. It was discussed and relayed at these meetings that engagement will continue with
them through the next phases of the project, and that during detail design (pre-implementation phase), more
specific matters affecting their properties would be investigated and progressed. Because meetings with
landowners potentially directly affected by the works are commercially sensitive and confidential no further
specific detail is included in this summary report given it may become a publicly available document. Overall
all landowners were supportive of an active travel network being implemented. A couple of landowners had
specific issues that will need to be addressed in the pre-implementation phase of the project. Landowners
who are proposing development on their land relayed the importance of continuing conversations to align
works.
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Summary

The Wakatipu Active Travel Network project aims to create a network that encourages residents and visitors
of all ages and abilities to walk and cycle around the Wakatipu Basin. Engaging with the community is crucial
in understanding why people do and do not use active travel networks, and what can be done to increase the
usage of these trails.
This report has summarised the feedback received so far and outlined the key themes that have appeared
throughout the community feedback. Typically, these relate to the surface, widths and locations of the
proposed tracks and the preferred network. Feedback has also been received via key stakeholder
engagement; and landowner engagement is on-going.
Overall, the feedback gathered from the community and stakeholders will help to inform the next stage of the
project.
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Queenstown Lakes District Council

Developing a Wakatipu Basin Active Travel Network
Supporting communities and our economy through an integrated, legible, attractive and safe walking and cycling network

INVESTMENT LOGIC MAP
Program

PROBLEM

Lack of appropriate
& safe infrastructure
creates actual and
perceived safety and
security risks which
are barriers to
cycling and walking
40%

Informal and
incomplete cycle and
walking trails leads
to low usage and will
not help achieve a
sustainable transport
system
40%

Current preferences
of mode due to
limited alternative
options reinforce
unwelcome
congestion, health
and other effects
20%

BENEFIT

Better safety and
security
40%
KPI 1: Perception survey
KPI 2: User experience
KPI 3: Deaths and serious
injuries

An integrated active
mode network
35%
KPI 1: Connection rating
for key travel nodes
KPI 2: Active mode usage
KPI 3: User experience

Positive community
and environmental
effects 20%
KPI 1: Mode share
KPI 2: Health benefits
KPI 3: Economic
contribution
KPI 4: Facilities quality &
availability

Investor: QLDC in partnership with NZTA & ORC
Facilitator: Graham Spargo
Accredited Facilitator: Yes

RESPONSE

SOLUTION
CHANGES

ASSETS

Organisation and
process changes (to
be determined via
business cases)

New assets needed,
plus potentially to be
retired [to be
determined]

Safety & security
assessment as part
of business case
evaluation

Evaluation
methodologies use
to identify elements
leading to a more
attractive active
mode network

Quantification of
community and
environmental
benefits, plus
negative effects
avoided or reduced

Version no:
Initial Workshop:
Last modified by:
Template version:

0.1
10/10/2018
Graham Spargo 11/08/2018
6.0
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Austroads (2015) presents a LoS framework for network operations from the perspective of all road users, including motorists, public transport
users, freight, pedestrians and cyclists. This framework is recommended by the NZ Transport Agency as the default for network operating
frameworks for New Zealand localities. It uses the standard scale from A to F, but is rated subjectively according to written criteria arrived at
by a consensus of transport professionals. It deliberately does this to keep the assessment simple. Austroads has been used to assess the LoS
of the active travel network.

Austroads LoS Metrics for Network Operations Planning
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• Poor line of sight (e.g. blind curves).
• Speed differential high (e.g. mixture in cyclist
type)
• Unsealed pavement or sealed pavement with
significant defects.
• Significant debris on path.
• Poor drainage.

• Flat grades (e.g. 0 to 2%).

• Cyclists are unimpeded or only slightly
restricted to choose their speed.

• High quality, high priority links which permit
quick, unhindered travel by bicycle.
• Typical cyclist operating speeds are largely
unconstrained
• No or minimal delay at intersections

A

C

E

C

C

A

A

B

D
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• Poor to fair comfort and convenience
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• Poor to fair level of security.
• Clean and aesthetically pleasing (e.g.
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E

D

F

N/A

E

• Sealed with fair to good drainage, and slightly
uncomfortable to walk on
• Unsealed but well maintained.
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• Unsealed pavement or sealed pavement with
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• Significant debris on path.
• Poor drainage.
• Occasional or a low density of stationary
hazards on the path or adjacent to the path
• Occasional parked cars or cars coming off
parking that can block or hinder the natural
path of cyclists.

• Medium risk, some platooning of cyclists and
cyclists slowing down for pedestrians.
• Good to fair line of sight.
• Speed differential medium (e.g. some mixture
in cyclist type).

• Flat to steep grades (e.g. 2 to 5%).

• Cyclists are unimpeded or only slightly
restricted to choose their speed.

• High quality, high priority links which permit
quick, unhindered travel by bicycle.
• Typical cyclist operating speeds are largely
unconstrained
• No or minimal delay at intersections

• Poor to fair level of security.
• Clean and aesthetically pleasing (e.g.
greenery, view, design, artwork, etc.).

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the
site.
• Poor wheelchair access and does not meet
DDA requirements.
• Information is inadequate/missing.
• Limited or non-existent route signposting.
• Sealed with significant defects, drainage
problems and uncomfortable
to walk on
• Unsealed and poorly maintained.
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features.

• Footpath that is unpaved, or paved with
significant defects
• Significant debris on path.
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E

C

E

A

A

B

D

D

D

F

F

N/A

E

• No crossings of motor vehicles or fully
separated crossings (including

• Exclusive bicycle facility in a low risk road
environment

• Unsealed pavement or sealed pavement with
significant defects.
• Significant debris on path.
• Poor drainage.
• Occasional or a low density of stationary
hazards on the path or adjacent to the path
• Occasional parked cars or cars coming off
parking that can block or hinder the natural
path of cyclists.

• Medium risk, some platooning of cyclists and
cyclists slowing down for pedestrians.
• Good to fair line of sight.
• Speed differential medium (e.g. some mixture
in cyclist type).

• Cyclists are unimpeded or only slightly
restricted to choose their speed.
• Steep grades; steps or stairs (e.g. > 5%
sustained for 50 to 100 m).

• High quality, high priority links which permit
quick, unhindered travel by bicycle.
• Typical cyclist operating speeds are largely
unconstrained
• No or minimal delay at intersections

• Poor to fair level of security.
• Clean and aesthetically pleasing (e.g.
greenery, view, design, artwork, etc.).

• Poor to fair comfort and convenience
features.

• Sealed with fair to good drainage, and slightly
uncomfortable to walk on
• Unsealed but well maintained.

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the
site.
• Poor wheelchair access and does not meet
DDA requirements.
• Information is inadequate/missing.
• Limited or non-existent route signposting.

• Footpath that is unpaved, or paved with
significant defects
• Significant debris on path.
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D
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E

olled motor vehicle crossing at

• Footpath that is unpaved, or paved with
significant defects
• Significant debris on path.

• Uncontrolled motor vehicle crossing at

• Unsealed pavement or sealed pavement with
significant defects.
• Significant debris on path.
• Poor drainage.
• Occasional or a low density of stationary
hazards on the path or adjacent to the path
• Occasional parked cars or cars coming off
parking that can block or hinder the natural path
of cyclists.
• Exclusive bicycle facility in a medium to high
risk road environment or no bicycle facility in a
low to medium risk road environment

• Medium risk, some platooning of cyclists and
cyclists slowing down for pedestrians.
• Good to fair line of sight.
• Speed differential medium (e.g. some mixture
in cyclist type).

• Good to high level of security
• Clean and aesthetically pleasing (e.g. greenery,
view, design, artwork, etc.).
• High quality routes with seamless connections
that permit somewhat
unhindered travel by bicycle.
• Typical cyclist operating speeds are somewhat
constrained
• Some delay at intersections
• Cyclists are unimpeded or only slightly
restricted to choose their speed.
• Steep grades; steps or stairs (e.g. > 5%
sustained for 50 to 100 m).

• Poor to fair comfort and convenience features.

• Sealed with fair to good drainage, and slightly
uncomfortable to walk on
• Unsealed but well maintained.

• Poor wheelchair access and does not meet DDA
requirements.
• Information is inadequate/missing.
• Limited or non-existent route signposting.

N/A • N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site.
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• Footpath that is unpaved, or paved with
significant defects
• Significant debris on path.

F
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B

B

A

B

C

E

F

F

F

F

• Uncontrolled motor vehicle crossings at low
volume, low speed roads

• No bicycle facility in a high risk road
environment

• Unsealed pavement or sealed pavement with
significant defects.
• Significant debris on path.
• Poor drainage.
• Occasional or a low density of stationary hazards
on the path or adjacent to the path
• Occasional parked cars or cars coming off
parking that can block or hinder the natural path
of cyclists.

• No to limited risk.
• Good line of sight.
• Speed differential low (e.g. similar cyclist type).

• Flat grades (e.g. 0 to 2%).

• Cyclists are unimpeded or only slightly restricted
to choose their speed.

• High quality, high priority links which permit
quick, unhindered travel by bicycle.
• Typical cyclist operating speeds are largely
unconstrained
• No or minimal delay at intersections

• Clean.

• Poor to fair level of security.

• Poor to fair comfort and convenience features.

• Sealed with significant defects, drainage
problems and uncomfortable to walk on.
• Unsealed and poorly maintained.

• Poor wheelchair access and does not meet DDA
requirements.
• Information is inadequate/missing.
• Limited or non-existent route signposting.

N/A • N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site.

E

such as a typical collector or sub arterial road.
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Resilience

Effects on the
Natural and
Cultural
environment

Score
Criteria
Stakeholders
and
community

Creation of a
new trail
through ONL.

Known
opposition
from a
landowner(s).

Opposition
from
community/
larger number
of residents.

Within an ONL
with
significant
works e.g.new
bridge).

-1.5

-2

Moderate risk
of hazards
(where
known)

Fault line
through the
route amongst
other hazards.

Within an ONL
(where
existing trail).

Potential
opposition
from
landowners.

-1

Works near
water but
capable of
mitigation.
Low risk of
hazards
(where
known)
OR
Fault/
moderate risk
but counter
balanced by
the route
providing an
alternative in

Potential
opposition
from
landowners
Balanced by
other factors
incl. improved
access.
Existing trail
with
assumption
that extent of
works is
limited.

-0.5

Minimal
effect.

No issues
identified.

0
Improved
access.

+1

Enhancements
to existing
trail and
support
anticipated.

+1.5/ +2

This document provides further commentary and explanation for the relevant multi-criteria assessment scores utlised to assess the shortlisted options within the SSBC.

MCA – Rationale for Scores

Connectivity /
integration

Directness
and
coherence

Consentability

Large number
of properties
likely to
require
purchase in
part.

Property

More complex
consenting
e.g. where
crossing is
required.
Multiple long
diversions,
which are
perceived to
be away from
the desire line.
Will likely be
difficult to
make
coherent.

Known
opposition to
a route.

-2

Score

Minimal
access to key
services,

Multiple
diversions,
which are
perceived to
be away from
the desire line.

Level of
opposition
known.

Multiple
properties
likely to
require
purchase in
part (Not a
large number).

-1.5

Low level of
access to key
services,

Greater
consenting
requirement
with works
near a stream.
Significant
diversion and
less coherent.

Land
anticipated to
be required,
namely where
widening is
proposed.

-1

Some
connectivity to
key services

Minor
diversion,
however a
coherent
route is still
possible.

Consent
required for
earthworks/
stormwater.

-0.5
the event of
closure of the
main road.
Possible need
for land,
particularly
where
widening is
proposed.

Neutral
improvement

Neutral
improvement
to the existing
situation.

No property
required.

0

Strong point
to point
connectivity,

Less direct
route with a
minor
diversion.
Route is
legible.

Connects
point to point
strongly and

Mostly direct
with high
perception of
directness.

+1

Ease of access
to key
services,

Direct route
without any
diversions.

+1.5/ +2

Social Safety
/ CPTED

Attractiveness

Score

-2

Significantly
remote
pathway
isolated from
passive
surveillance,
decreasing the
perception of

-1.5
amenities and
development
along the
route and
away from
road
corridors/
public
transport
routes.
Extended
length of
route is
adjacent to
high speed
roads and
isolated from
development
and activity

Remote
pathway with
high
proportion of
route isolated
from any
passive
surveillance,

Extended
length of the
route is
adjacent to
and exposed
to high speed
rural roads.

-1
amenities and
is lacking a key
connection to
development.

Pathway is
perceived
remote with
passive
surveillance
from mainly
neighbouring

Adjacent to a
high-volume
road reduces
attractiveness.

-0.5
and
reasonable
access to a
smaller
residential
catchment.

0
to the existing
situation.

Pathway is
partly remote
with adequate
passive
surveillance
from adjoining
reserves,
commercial

Proportion of
the route is
attractive,
however some
areas along
the route are
less attractive,
reducing the
overall score
(i.e. proximity
to
infrastructure/
roads).

however less
connectivity
due to slightly
more isolated
nature of
corridor.

+1.5/ +2
amenities and
housing/
commercial
development
across the
entire route.

High amenity
values attractive
route away
from high
speed traffic,
and with
iconic views
along the
route. Likely
to attract
tourism and
recreational
trips
Passive
Passive
surveillance
surveillance
from adjoining from adjoining
roads and
roads and
properties for properties
majority of the throughout
route.
the route.

Highly
attractive with
connectivity to
the trail
network.
However,
longer
distances or
grade may
reduce the
attractiveness
for
commuters.

+1
has numerous
key amenities
along the
route. Well
connected to
some housing
and/or
commercial
developments.

Usability

Route runs
adjacent to a
high speed,
busy road
environment
without
proper
separation
from traffic
with

Safety

Significant
width

Significant
grade issues
restricting
ability for all
user groups to
use the
facility.

crossings at
intersections
and
driveways.

-2

Score

-1.5
social safety
particularly
after dark.

Widths
generally
acceptable for
proposed
facility with

Some areas
with
challenging
gradients.

-1
decreasing the
perception of
social safety
particularly
after dark.
Route
predominantly
runs adjacent
to a busy road
environment
with several
crossings at
intersections
and accesses.

-0.5
properties
only.

0
development
and
neighbouring
properties.

Available
width is
generally

Route may
cross a road at
some point
where a
conflict point
will exist.
Generally
acceptable
grades with
some small
sections with
steep grades.

Mostly
separated (i.e.
outside clear
zone or
physically
protected)
from traffic
along a
majority of the
route.

+1

Available
width suitable
for proposed
facility with
minimal or no
requirement

Relatively Flat
grades.

Fully
separated (i.e.
outside clear
zone or
physically
protected)
from traffic
along the
entirety of the
route.

+1.5/ +2

Ease of
Construction
and Costs

Operational
and Network
Impacts

Score

Won’t
promote
modal shift.
Significant
land
requirement .

and accesses).

Mixing cyclists
and traffic onroad for
majority of the
route or
significant
interaction
with live
traffic (e.g.

-2
constraints
requiring
widening,
benching
and/or
clearing.
No or limited
integration
with public
transport
(ferries, bus or
other).

-1.5

Some land
required.

Unlikely to
promote
modal shift.

Mixing cyclists
and traffic onroad for some
of the route.

No or limited
integration
with public
transport
(ferries, bus or
other).

-1
potential for
some
widening.

-0.5

0

No land
required.

Likely to
promote
modal shift.

Mostly
separated
facilities,
therefore
limited
interaction
with traffic
(including
driveways).

+1
acceptable
with some
sections
where it may
be
constrained.
Some
integration
with public
transport
(ferries, bus or
other).

No land
required.

Highly likely to
promote
modal shift.

All separated
facilities,
therefore no
interaction
with traffic.

Good
integration
with public
transport
(ferries, bus or
other).

+1.5/ +2
for significant
widening.

Score

High cost of
infrastructure
required
(bridges,
tunnels etc).

Associated
high traffic
management
costs.

-2
High costs due
to constrained
road reserve
with steep
batter slopes.

-1.5

Likely
associated
traffic
management
costs.

-1
Costs
associated
with
constrained
width and
steep batter
slopes.

-0.5

0

Limited traffic
management
costs.

+1
Route
generally runs
off-road and
predominately
on existing
track with
limited
constraints.

No traffic
management
costs.

+1.5/ +2
Route runs
entirely offroad and
requires
minimal work
(e.g. sealing
and line
marking).
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- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
Utilities / pipe
- New work to provide
easement corridor
sealed, widened,
/ stream corridor
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

1c

New pipe bridge

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path
connecting to new
bridge.
- Utilises new Kawarau
New Kawarau Falls Fall Bridge path (no
existing (SH) bridge changes)
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic
and does not cross SH6.

1d

1e

- Grade separation of
SH6
- New shared
cyclists/pedestrian path
- Sealed, continuous

- Utilises new Kawarau
Fall Bridge path (no
Existing
Ex-1.2 New Kawarau Falls changes)
existing (SH) bridge - Existing on road
shoulder

River Crossing

Woolshed Road

1b

- Widened existing
pedestrian path
- Mixed cyclists/vehicles
on road
- Woolshed Road
constrained environment
with multiple closely
spaces driveways,
narrow carriageway
width.

1a

- Existing unsealed
shared cyclist/pedestrian
path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

- Utilise existing narrow
shoulder adjacent to
SH6.

Assumptions

Cycle track
alongside SH6 Kingston Road

Existing
Cycle track
Ex-1.1
alongside SH6 Kingston Road

Jack's Point to Frankton
East of Crossing

Route

Limited or no existing
-2.0 facility for pedestrians
and cyclists.

Comments

Route will cross
Peninsula Road therefore
a conflict point will exist.

Route will utilise existing
bridge footpath (no
physical protection from
traffic).

Assumption that route
will be a separated
shared path that does
not cross SH6.

Provides highest safety
benefits in comparison
with other options due
to full separation and
grade separated crossing
of SH6.

No protection for users
adjacent to SH6

Route crosses Peninsula
Road therefore a conflict
point will exist.

Route will utilise existing
bridge footpath (no
physical protection from
traffic).

Fully separated from
traffic along the entirety
of the route with very
low risk of vehicle
conflict.

Less exposure to SH6
compared with option
1a.

Existing Woolshed Rd
corridor is constrained
geometrically (width
particularly).

Separated facility
promotes ease of travel
for all user groups.

1.0

Reasonable width and
gradient along route.

Grade issues on
2.0 approach to proposed
bridge.

Limited or no existing
-2.0 facility for pedestrians
and cyclists along SH6. .

Full seal should be
considered.

Need to survey
grades/undulations as
part of design, but
generally appears flat
2.0
with minimal curvature.

Existing corridor
constraints of Woolshed
Road may require cyclists
to mix with traffic on
road. Residential
accesses to negotiate for -1.0
pedestrians and cyclists.

Fully separated facility
Physical barriers required
would be useable for all
to eliminate run-off-road
user groups. Flat
crash risk with
-1.0
gradient and reasonable
cyclists/pedestrians on
available width for new
high speed road.
path along corridor.

Unprotected and narrow
width shoulders on high
speed road

Score

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

Matter of creating
attractive crossing of SH6
corridor for safety and
efficiency.
Legible route.

Aligning with SH6
enhances perception of a
direct route for active
1.0 transport modes.

New bridge provides
appropriate connection.

Direct route to south side
of Frankton including the
new high school and the
0.5 airport.
Legible route if
underpass connection is
adequately provided.

-1.5 Aligning with SH6
enhances perception of a
direct route for active
transport modes.

New bridge provides
appropriate connection.

(4km between Jack's
Point centre and Stream
intersection)

Further from
development and key
destinations. Wayfinding
will be important to
achieve a legible route.
However this is the
1.0 shortest route and
avoids dogleg onto SH6
as per option 1a.

Direct route, easily
legible given adjacent
developments (Hanley's
1.0 Farm).
(4.8km between Jack's
Point centre and Stream
intersection)

1.0

2.0

1.0

1.5

1.5

0.0

High perception as the
most direct route
because it is via SH6 Opportunities to connect
into all areas of South
Frankton,
1.0 Lowest scoring due to
being the longest route
between Jack's Point
centre and Frankton
(6km between Jack's
Point centre and Section
1 & 2 crossing)

Score

0.0

Comments

High perception as the
-2.0 most direct route
because it is via SH6.

Score

IO1

Directness and Coherence

Comments

This route would also
likely attract recreational
and tourism use.

Limited existing facilities
1.0 next to high speed road
unattractive

0.5

Attractive route away
from traffic through
scenic rural pastureland.

Attractive route for
potential commuters and
for residents accessing
the amenities of the
commercial hub of Jack's
1.5
Point. Frequent conflict
points due to accesses
adjacent to the route will
reduce the attractiveness
route.

Less desirable as the
route is adjacent to high
speed road corridor
Likely high commuter
1.0 user numbers on this
route. Less attractive as a
tourist route or walking
route due to exposure of
traffic

Less desirable as the
route is adjacent to high
speed road corridor.
1.0 Less attractive as a
tourist route or walking
route due to exposure of
traffic

Score

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

Connection aligns with
SH6 which will provide
good connection to all
main destinations within
Frankton. Good
connection with existing
Frankton trail to
Queenstown.
Separated facility
alongside high speed and
high volume road
1.0 reduces the
attractiveness and
presents the lowest
score.

Attractive option given
Connection to south
its complete separation
Frankton developments.
from traffic and location
This option could provide
adjacent to stream
connectivity for other
corridor. Great
1.0
active transport routes
commuter connection
and a potential new ferry
with an iconic river
terminal on the Kawarau
crossing will also attract
River.
tourists. Connection to
the river maintained.

Connection aligns with
SH6 which will provide
good connection to all
main destinations within
Frankton. Good
connection with existing
Frankton trail to
Queenstown.

Further away from
amenities and key
destinations. Point to
point connectivity (Jack's
Point to Frankton)
however, few
destinations along the
corridor and access
points reduced due to
isolated nature of route
has meant a reduced
score

Integrates with bus
connection at Jack's
Point providing the
highest score.

Ease of access onto the
route from the
commercial centre of
Jack's Point and the
heart of Hanley's Farm.
Route captures a good
number of potential
users.

High perception of direct
connectivity given this is
the common route for all
vehicles.
Connections to new
subdivisions above SH6.
Less connectivity onto
the route due to the
route skirting the eastern
boundary which has no
connectivity except at
the main Jacks Point
entrance

High perception of direct
connectivity given this is
the common route for all
vehicles.

Comments

IO1

Connectivity / Integration

0.5

2.0

-1.0

1.5

0.0

-0.5

-2.0

Score

Good level of passive
surveillance alongside SH6

Least passive surveillance
due to distance from road
corridors and neighbouring
properties.

Good level of passive
surveillance alongside SH6

CPTED issues due to
isolation with great
distance from
neighbouring households
and amenities.
Attractive daytime route night time use will be less
desirable due to isolation.

Good level of passive
surveillance along
populated residential/
commercial streets and
SH6.

Reasonable level of passive
surveillance along SH6
corridor.

Reasonable level of passive
surveillance along SH6
corridor.

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

1.5

-0.5

1.5

-1.0

1.5

1.5

1.5

6.00

7.00

-1.00

5.50

4.50

2.00

-3.50

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

Comments

Existing bridge with
improved access by
walking/cycling
potentially having
support.

0.0

Score

Alluvial fan risk.

Route runs over fault.

Route within area of
moderate liquefaction
risk.

Comments

IO2

Resilience

-1.0 Existing route - no issues.

Potential effect on a
waterway of works
in/near it and visual
-0.5
effect in a rural
environment. Therefore,
a lower score is given.

Route is situated
adjacent to SH6 and runs
through a corridor
currently under
-0.5 development. Therefore
minimal
environmental/cultural
effect (reflected in score
of 0).

Works near river pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
1.0 construction but only
where work required on
approaches to the
existing bridge.

Alternative route to SH6
in the event of closure.

Alluvial fan risk.

Route runs over fault.

Route within area of
moderate liquefaction
risk.

Alluvial fan risk.

Route runs over fault.

-Moderate liquefaction
risk
- Alluvial fan
- Landslide

-0.5 Existing crossing

-2.0

Crossing in location of:

0.0 Existing crossing

-0.5

0.0

Route within area of
moderate liquefaction
risk.

Alluvial fan risk.

Route within area of
moderate liquefaction
risk.
Route adjacent to SH and
0.0 therefore minimal effect 0.0
Route runs over fault.
(Reflected in score of 0).

-2.0 Existing route - no issues.

Score

IO1

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

Within an Outstanding
Natural Landscape with
Potential for new bridge
potential effects of a
to be opposed across the
structure across the
Kawarau River due to
river. A score of -2 is
-1.5 therefore given.
concern over visual
effects in an Outstanding
Natural Landscape.
Works near river pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
Strong opposition from a
water quality, during
landowner north of
construction.
Hanley's Farm.

Improved access to
Remarkables Park.

Lack of safe facility
adjacent to SH6 to Jacks
Point may cause future
community complaints

Potential for opposition
from landowners whose
properties the route is
proposed through.

Improved access for
future growth.

With a larger number of
property owners on
Woolshed Road relative
to SH6, this option scores
worse.

Potential for impacts on
private accesses.

Improves access to
Coneburn Industrial
area.

Potential for impacts on
private accesses.

Improves access to
Coneburn Industrial area

Likely to be source of
community backlash
given undesirability for
anyone but confident
and experienced users

Comments

IO3

Stakeholders and Community

No direct public transport
connections on SH6.

Comments

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Likely to promote active
mode uptake given
attractiveness of surrounding
landscapes and safe
improvement to existing
facilities.

Accessibility issues to be
addressed as part of final
design.

0.0

-1.0

No public transport
integration.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Potential connection to new
ferry terminal on the Kawarau
River.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Unlikely modal shift

0.0 No public transport
integration.

-0.5

No public transport
integration.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Likely to promote active
mode uptake given likelihood
to capture adjacent
developments and safe
improvement to existing
facilities.

If PT hub/bus stops identified
along Woolshed Road,
advantageous integration
-1.0
with public transport.

Need to consider mix of
traffic/cyclists on road if
existing corridor is not
widened.

Likely to promote active
mode uptake given level of
visibility and safe
improvement to existing
facilities.

-1.0 Need to consider side of road
of path with respect to future
four lane project.

No direct public transport
connections on SH6.

Some impacts to existing
property access with
continuous off-road sealed
path.

Unlikely to achieve modal
shift

Score

1.0

1.5

-1.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

Comments

IO3

1.50

-3.00

-2.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Likely associated traffic
management costs.

Good access via
existing SH6.

Major costs associated
with constructed path
adjacent to creek and
new bridge. Access
issues.

Existing route - no
issues.

Access will be more
difficult than other
options.

Relatively easy
greenfield site.

Woolshed Road
construction in
progress, may require
changes to 'recently
completed road'. Might
impact cost (relocating
utilities, demolishing
new work).

Likely associated traffic
management costs.

Good access via
existing SH.

Comments

Comments

IO3

Consentability

0.0

Score

Multiple landowners
affected, hence a
lower score of -1.5.

Need to secure land
either side of the
river for a new
bridge.

Existing route - no
issues.

-1.5

0.0

-2.0

Score reflects more
complex consenting
compared with other
options, with a new
bridge triggering
regional consents.

New bridge will trigger
multiple consents
associated with a
structure and works in
a river.

Existing route - no
issues.

Score reflects greater
consenting
requirements with
works near a stream
likely to trigger
additional consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near a stream
required.

-2.0

0.0

-1.0

-0.5

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
Potentially affected
near a river.
properties on
-1.0 approaches to the
-0.5 Score reflects greater
-1.0
bridge where
consenting
widening is required.
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

-2.0

0.0

Landowner
potentially opposed
to route through
0.5
their property. Other
2 landowners
supportive. With a
likelihood of
opposition, this is
reflected in the
scoring of -1.5.

Easement to be
confirmed for
purchase.

Possible need for
land where widening
required. Large
number of properties
Consent likely for
may be affected
0.5 having regard to
-2.0 earthworks and
stormwater.
subdivision that has
occurred. This is
reflected in the
scoring relative to
the other options.

Possible need for
Consent likely required
1.0 land where widening -0.5 for earthworks and
-0.5
required.
stormwater.

0.0 Existing - no issues

Score

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3

0.0 Existing - no issues

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

-4.00 Existing - no issues

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

Potential impact to route with
-1.0 respect to future four lane
-1.0
project.

Score

IO1, IO2

Operational and Network Impacts

-2.5

-5.5

0.0

-2.5

-2.0

0.0

0.0

Base

Score

5.000

-1.500

-3.000

3.000

2.500

2.000

-7.500

Total Score No
Weighting

Old
(pedestrian/cycle)
bridge

- Existing shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- Work will be
undertaken to even out
some of the gradients.
via Existing QTT
Trail on waterfront - New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Work to upgrade trail
connection points

- Widened existing
pedestrian path
via Peninsula Road
- Mixed cyclists/vehicles
on road.

2a

2b

- Existing separated
pedestrian and cyclist
paths
- New work to provide
sealed, continuous path
for both modes.
- Work to upgrade trail
connection points

Existing lakeside
trail

SH6A

3a

3b

- Cyclists on-road with
vehicles (separated bike
lane or shared with bus
lane)
- Utilise exiting sealed
pedestrian footpath and
upgrade where required.
- Upgrades of existing
intersection to better
protect
pedestrians/cyclists

- Existing separated
pedestrian and cyclist
paths

Existing
Existing lakeside
trail

Ex-3

Frankton To Queenstown

Existing
- Existing shared
via Existing QTT
unsealed
Trail on waterfront cyclist/pedestrian path.

Kelvin Heights to Frankton

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- Utilises existing bridge
with active modes only
permitted
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic
and does not cross SH6.

Ex-2

1f

Assumptions

Route

High traffic volumes
(exposure) and
numerous access and
intersections.

Limited or no protection
from errant vehicles.

Some conflicts at
connection points from
Frankton Road.

Assumed separation
between pedestrian and
cyclists.

Fully separated from
traffic.

Future volume growth
and higher speed modes
may introduce safety
issues.

Some conflicts at
connection points from
Frankton Road.

Fully separated from
traffic.

Strong side friction from
adjoining properties and
streets. Limited sight
distance in some
locations.

If cyclists are to mix with
traffic, negative
outcomes.

Need to consider conflict
points (i.e. connections
to shared paths) with
mix of user groups.

Fully separated from
traffic.

Narrow widths with
potential for conflicts
between user groups.

Fully separated from
traffic.

Route will cross
Peninsula Road therefore
a conflict point will exist.

Grade separated crossing
for pedestrians and
cyclists only.

Constrained width in
certain locations (rock
walls).

Reasonable width and
gradient along route.

Comments

Comments

Less direct route due to
1.0 access route onto the
existing bridge

Score

IO1

-1.0 Some grade issues
heading into
Queenstown town
centre.

Constrained width in
several locations.

Route has good grades
and opportunities for
widening.

Consider surfacing and
connection points from
properties along
Frankton Road (grade
1.5 difference).

Some pinch points and
surfacing issues as
1.0
various points along
route

Some sections with
challenging grades.

Constrained corridor
width with narrow
footpaths and properties
-1.0 either side of road.

1.0 l

SH corridor provides
direct access between
Queenstown and
Frankton.

Existing main route
which is direct.
Legibility to be enhanced
at connection points.

Existing main route is
direct.

Direct route, easily
legible.

Direct route, easily
legible.

Clear legibility

0.5 Perception that this is a
direct route due to being
adjacent to the main
access corridor.

2.0

1.0

0.5

1.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.5

Score

Directness and Coherence

Direct route, easily
-1.0 Steeps gradients in some -1.0
legible.
locations, particuarly on
connections to Peninsula
Road

1.5

Score

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

Adjacent to lakefront,
high amenity values.

Attractive option which
separates active
transport users from
traffic.

Comments

Adjacent to lakefront,
high amenity values

Connections to new
subdivisions above SH6.

This route is adjacent to
a high volume SH which
2.0
makes this option less
attractive.

Lakeside, separated from
traffic and
predominantly flat
makes this a very
comfortable and
attractive route.
1.0 Opportunities for
increased commuter
usage. Highly attractive
tourist route with
adequate space for all
users to safely utilise the
facility.

Connects well point to
point. Connectivity onto
the pathway along the
route needs to be
increased to enhance
accessibility for
peds/cyclists onto the
route.
Low connectivity for
upper suburbs. Crossing
points across SH6a will
need enhanced to make
this viable option
Connects well with ferry
transport opportunities

Provides mid-point
connectivity for residents
on both sides of SH6.

Lakeside, separated from
traffic and
predominantly flat
1.0
makes this a very
comfortable and
attractive route.

Less desirable option due
1.5 to being adjacent to
narrow road.

1.0

1.0 Higher growth on track
may discourage users in
future due to
safety/usability concerns

1.0

Score

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

Connects well point to
point.
Low connectivity for
upper suburbs.

Better connectivity due
to likely development to
occur further up the
hillside of Kelvin Heights

Good connection onto
route from adjoining
properties.

Integrates with bus
network.

Few connection points to
shared path for cyclists
from Kelvin Heights
properties.

Integrates with ferry
terminals.

Few connection points to
shared path for cyclists
from Kelvin Heights
properties.

Integrates with ferry
terminals.

Connection aligns with
SH6 which will provide
good connection to all
main destinations within
Frankton. Good
connection with existing
Frankton trail to
Queenstown.

Comments

IO1

Connectivity / Integration

0.0

2.0

2.0

-1.0

2.0

1.0

1.5

Score

Appropriate road lighting
illuminates
pedestrian/cycle pathways.

Good level of passive
surveillance at all hours
with views of the street
from both road users and
neighbouring properties.

Some areas of the track
have passive surveillance
from neighbouring
properties. However, a
number of areas are
isolated from adjacent
activities therefore
reducing the score.

Some areas of the track
have passive surveillance
from neighbouring
properties. However, a
number of areas are
isolated from adjacent
activities therefore
reducing the score.

Good level of passive
surveillance from
neighbouring properties
and road users.

Passive surveillance from
some neighbouring
properties which overlook
track. Some remote
reserve areas may reduce
the perception of social
safety for users.

Passive surveillance from
some neighbouring
properties which overlook
track. Some remote
reserve areas may reduce
the perception of social
safety for users.

Score

2.0

0.5

0.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

5.50

9.00

7.50

2.50

6.50

1.50

6.50

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Good level of passive
surveillance alongside SH6 slightly reduced passive
1.0
surveillance when
traversing the old Kawarau
Falls bridge

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

Assumed that there is no
removal of parking.

Access to businesses/
services via SH6
improved.

Enhancements to the
existing trail are
anticipated to gain
support.

Future volume growth
may lead to increased
conflicts and path and
subsequent community
complaints.

Potential opposition
from community,
particularly landowners
who land may be sought
from for widening of the
road corridor.

Enhancements to the
existing trail are
anticipated to gain
support.

Further user growth on
the track without
improvement may lead
to public backlash

Existing bridge with
improved access by
walking/cycling
potentially having
support.

Comments

IO3
Comments

IO1

Alluvial fan that the
route crosses.

Landslide area adjacent
0.0 to Kawarau River.

Low risk of liquefaction.

0.0

Potential alternative
route to SH6 in the event
of closure.

Flooding risk (Rainfall)

Alluvial fan

Low-moderate
liquefaction risk

Alluvial fan that the
route crosses.

Landslide area adjacent
0.0 to Kawarau River.

Low risk of liquefaction.

Alternative route to
Peninsula Road in the
event of closure.

Existing urban
environment with less
1.5 than minor effect
anticipated (reflected in
score of 0).

Works near water pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
construction.

Alluvial fans present.

0.0 Landslide area on
corridor

Low to moderate risk of
liquefaction.

Potential alternative
route to SH6 in the event
of closure.

Any works around
headland (Queenstown
Low-moderate
Gardens) in an
liquefaction risk
Outstanding Natural
Landscape with potential
Alluvial fan
effects. As it is an
1.5 existing trail, a score of - -0.5
Flooding risk (Rainfall)
0.5 is given.

0.5 Existing route no issues

Existing urban
environment with less
-2.0 than minor effect
anticipated (reflected in
a score of 0).

Works near water pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
construction.

Any works around
Low risk of liquefaction.
headland of Kelvin
Peninsula in an
Landslide area adjacent
Outstanding Natural
to Kawarau River.
Landscape with potential
effects. As it is an
1.5 existing trail, a score of - -0.5 Alluvial fan that the
route crosses.
0.5 is given.

-1.0 Existing route - no issues

Comments

IO2

Resilience

-0.5 Existing crossing

Score

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

Works near river pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
1.0 construction but only
where work required on
approaches to the
existing bridge.

Score

Stakeholders and Community

Need to consider mixing
cyclists/traffic on road in a
constrained corridor.

Connection with a number of
bus stops.

Most likely route to
encourage modal shift.

Accessibility is currently an
issue due to grades.

Strong connections to future
ferry terminals.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Lack of widening to track may
prevent desired modal shift.

Accessibility is currently an
issue due to grades.

Strong connections to future
ferry terminals.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

No public transport
integration.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Comments

Good connections to future
ferry terminals. Potential
connections to future bus
stops.

Unlikely to promote
significant modal shift

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

-1.0

Good integration with buses
along route.

Unlikely to attract all users
groups alongside busy arterial
route.

Full separation from traffic
required to ensure traffic/PT
is not impeded.

Fully sealed route likely to
promote modal shift over
existing unsealed surface.

-0.5 All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

-0.5

Good connections to future
ferry terminals. Potential
connections to future bus
stops.

Less likely to promote modal
shift due to unsafe facilities
for all cycle user groups and
less attractive surroundings.
May promote some shift in
pedestrian movements but
not for commuting purposes.

Fully separated shared
cycle/pedestrian path
unlikely, therefore
-1.0
accessibility to all user groups
an issue.

-0.5

-0.5

0.0

Score

IO1, IO2

Score

0.0

2.0

1.0

-1.0

1.0

-1.0

1.0
Likely associated traffic
management costs.

Good access via
existing SH.

Comments

Gradients/slopes and
associated traffic
management have
significant costs.

Requires significant
land resumption and
working within tight
road reserve.

Reduced costs as it is
upgrading existing
track.

Difficult access for
construction.

0.50

2.50

Associated high traffic
management costs.

High costs due to
constrained road
reserve with steep
batter slopes.

Costs associated with
potential connection
points.

Access generally good
for construction
vehicles.

Track is existing and all
off-road with good
gradients and slopes.

1.00 Existing route

-4.00

1.50

IO3
Comments

Score

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3
Comments

IO3

Consentability

Score

0.0

-0.5

-0.5

0.0 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the lake.

0.0 Existing route

Land required for
further widening to
provide for walking
and cycling with
Consent likely for
-2.0 potentially a large
-2.0 earthworks,
number of properties
stormwater.
affected. This is
reflected in the
scoring.

Existing trail.
0.5 Assumption that no
property is required.

Existing trail.
0.0 Assumption that no
property is required.

0.0

0.0 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the lake.

0.0 Existing trail.

Possible need for
land where widening
required. Large
Consent likely for
number of properties
-2.0 may be affected
-2.0 earthworks,
stormwater.
through built up
area, which is
reflected in the
score.

Existing trail.
-0.5 Assumption that no
property is required.

0.0 Existing trail.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
Potentially affected
near a river.
properties on
-1.0 approaches to the
-0.5 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
bridge where
requirements with
widening is required.
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

-2.50 Existing trail.

1.50

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

Operational and Network Impacts

-4.5

-0.5

0.0

-4.5

-1.5

0.0

-2.5

Base

Score

1.500

11.000

8.500

-6.000

6.500

-1.000

5.500

Total Score No
Weighting

3c

Local streets

Route

- Widened existing
pedestrian path
- Mixed cyclists/vehicles
on road

Assumptions

Risks associated with
driveways, parking and
intersections.

Busy, narrow residential
environment with cyclists
required to mix with
traffic.

-1.0

Score

Width constrained along
route due to parking,
accesses and
intersections.

All user groups are not
catered for due to
accessibility/grades.

Comments

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

-2.0

Score

Not direct for users
coming from SH6 or
below - hilly, not legible

Only direct for users
residing higher up on
Queenstown Hill.

Comments

IO1

-1.0

Score

Directness and Coherence

Provides a good
pedestrian connection
for users living above
SH6 on the hillside.

Does not connect well to
public transport.

Connectivity for
residents on higher
streets above SH6 only.
Very difficult to access by
all users having to
commute up hill.

Comments

IO1
Comments

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

Due to the steep grades,
narrow streets and high
number of conflict points
0.0 this is a less attractive
option for pedestrians
and cyclists.

Score

Connectivity / Integration

-1.0

Score

Street lighting along the
streets and some passive
surveillance provided from
neighbouring properties
reduce the CPTED issues
on this route. Low vehicle
volumes and high number
of parked cars on the
street likely to contribute
to reduced social safety.

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

1.0

-4.00

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

Potential for opposition
from residents on local
roads.

Removal of on-street
parking required.

Comments

IO3
Comments

IO1

0.0

Score

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

Existing urban
environment with less
-2.0 than minor effect
anticipated (reflected in
score of 0).

Score

Stakeholders and Community

Alternative route to SH6
in the event of closure.

Alluvial fans present.

Low risk of liquefaction.

Comments

IO2

Resilience

No clear connections to
public transport.

Comments

Mix of cyclists/traffic in
residential area with high onstreet parking.

Score

-3.50

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

Unlikely to promote mode
share change (not most direct
-0.5
-1.0
route).

Score

IO1, IO2

Operational and Network Impacts

Constrained widths,
grades, traffic
management, and
potential property
resumptions required
to widen paths will
result in moderately
high costs.

Comments

IO3
Comments

Score

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3
Comments

IO3

Consentability

Land required for
further widening to
provide for walking
Consent likely for
and cycling, with
-1.0 potentially a large
-2.0 earthworks,
stormwater.
number of properties
affected. This is
reflected in the
scoring.

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

-0.5

Score

-3.5

Base

Score

-11.000

Total Score No
Weighting

Assumptions

SH6

4b

- New shared path,
separated from traffic
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Utilises old Shotover
Bridge

- Existing shared path
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.

Ex-4.3

4d

4c

Fully separated bridge
structure across
Shotover River.

Fully separated bridge
structure across
Shotover River.

Existing
- Existing shared path
Existing trail (QTT)

Access to South
Frankton

Less direct due to the
dog leg towards the
existing Old Shotover
Bridge reducing
directness/ coherence
(additional 1.3km)

Comments

Re-routing via Old
Shotover Bridge reduces
directness/ coherence
(additional 1.3km).
0.5 Poor connectivity for
commuter cyclists
accessing south Frankton
who will short-cut
through Frankton

Less direct due to the
dog leg towards the
existing Old Shotover
0.0
Bridge reducing
directness/ coherence
(additional 1.3km)

Less direct due to the
dog leg towards the
existing Old Shotover
-0.5
Bridge reducing
directness/ coherence
(additional 1.3km)

-1.0

Score

IO1

Depending on preferred
route to access North
Frankton, there may be
2.0
gradient changes to
access the proposed
structure.

Re-routing via Old
Shotover Bridge reduces
directness/ coherence
significantly.
-1.0 Poor connectivity for
commuter cyclists
accessing south Frankton
who will short-cut
through Frankton

Direct route and high
perception of directness
given its location close to
the State Highway.
Less direct connection to
0.0
South Frankton.
Less connections given
the likely traverse to
access the bridge at a
lower level.

Comments

IO1

Connectivity along SH6
to Queenstown

Good connectivity to
north Frankton.

Lower level of
integration being
adjacent to the rivers
rather than properties
-2.0
and businesses. Long
distance to get from
Lakes Hayes to South
Frankton

1.0

Good connectivity with
local trail network and
point to point
connections from Lake
Hayes Estate to North
Frankton
Less connectivity to
South Frankton.

No additional
connectivity as this is an
existing trail. Integrates
well with the existing
-1.5
trails network (especially
north of SH6).
Neutral score as it is
existing

No additional
connectivity as this is an
existing trail. Integrates
well with the existing
-1.5
trails network (especially
north of SH6).
Neutral score as it is
existing

0.0

Connectivity with other
modes and integration
with adjoining
development/
subdivision.

Lower level of
integration being
-1.0 adjacent to the rivers
rather than properties
and businesses.

Lower level of amenity
adjacent to SH6.

Attractive route adjacent
to the river.

Attractive route adjacent
to the river.

Comments

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

Attractive route adjacent
to the river.
1.0

0.5

Reasonably attractive
route that would interact
with the river at a lower
level than State Highway.
Proximity to the WW
ponds will decrease the
perception of
attractiveness reducing
1.0
the score
Attractive for both active
transport users as well as
for recreation and
tourism connections.
Opportunities for new
bridge to be an
attraction.

0.0

1.5

1.5

-0.5

1.0

1.0

Score

Attractive route over
historic bridge which will
continue to serve
recreational and touristic
0.0 trail users
Views from the bridge
over the river towards
the mountain ranges are
iconic

Attractive route over
historic bridge which will
continue to serve
recreational and touristic
0.0 trail users
Views from the bridge
over the river towards
the mountain ranges are
iconic

1.5 Wide corridor will allow
for adequate separation
between SH and
pathway.

0.0

0.0

Score

Connectivity / Integration

Lower level of
integration being
-1.0 adjacent to the rivers
rather than properties
and businesses.

Score

Directness and Coherence

Re-routing via Old
Shotover Bridge reduces
directness/ coherence
(additional 1.3km).
0.5 Poor connectivity for
commuter cyclists
accessing south Frankton
who will short-cut
Gradient seen as less of a
through Frankton
potential issue at this
location.

Potential gradient issues
in order to access the
bridge. The bridge itself
is not constrained (good
width). Currently is
2.0 surfaced with wooden
boardwalk.

Potential gradient issues
in order to access the
bridge. The bridge itself
1.0 is not constrained (good
width). Currently is
surfaced with wooden
boardwalk.

Gradient of route in
1.5 many locations is an
Future volume growth
issue for all user groups.
may introduce higher risk
of conflicts between
speeds.

Fully separated from
traffic.

-Bridge structure
separate to carriageway. Similar outcomes for all
bridge structures as they
will all be active modes
only.

Fully separated bridge
structure across
Shotover River.

Old Shotover River -Bridge structure
Crossing
separate to carriageway. Similar outcomes for all
bridge structures as they
will all be active modes
only.

New low crossing
of the Shotover
River, parallel to
SH6

Gradient and width of
route in many locations
is an issue for all user
groups.

Gradient of route in
2.0 many locations is an
issue for all user groups.

1.0

Comments

Gradient presents issues
The route runs alongside -1.0 at transfer from SH6 to
busy road environment
existing QTT.
with likely limited
physical barrier to
protect
pedestrians/cyclists from
errant vehicles.

Assumption of separated
cycleway except where
crossing required of
access to Wastewater
Treatment Facility.

Assumed mix of
pedestrians and cyclists
on route although less
volumes than
Queenstown lakeside
trail (Queenstown to
Frankton).

Fully separated from
traffic.

Additional future growth
may increase risk of
conflicts on path without
widening.

Fully separated from
traffic.

Score

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

Existing
-Bridge structure
Ex-4.2 Old Shotover River
separate to carriageway.
Crossing
Existing surfacing is
uneven and prone to
trips and falls

Bridge Crossings

Existing trail (QTT)

4a

- Existing unsealed
Existing
shared path separated
Ex-4.1
Existing trail (QTT)
from traffic

Lake Hayes Estate to Frankton
Access to North
Frankton

Route

Lower level of social safety
given majority of route
separated from passive
surveillance.

CPTED issues given unlikely
passive surveillance from
adjoining development or
the State Highway
Attractive daytime route
Connectivity to the bridge
will be a key factor in
reducing CPTED concerns

CPTED issues are increased
due to distance from
passive surveillance.
However, this is a very
attractive daytime route.
Connectivity to the bridge
will be a key factor in
reducing CPTED concerns
Connectivity to the bridge
will be a key factor in
reducing CPTED concerns

CPTED issues are increased
due to distance from
passive surveillance.
However, this is a very
attractive daytime route.
Connectivity to the bridge
will be a key factor in
reducing CPTED concerns
Connectivity to the bridge
will be a key factor in
reducing CPTED concerns

Improved level of social
safety provided by high
volumes of passing
vehicles.

Lower level of social safety
given majority of route has
no or limited passive
surveillance.

Lower level of social safety
given majority of route has
no or limited passive
surveillance.

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

-1.0

-1.0

-1.0

-1.0

1.5

-1.0

-1.0

-1.50

3.50

1.50

0.50

1.50

0.50

-1.00

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

Future growth may
increase risk of conflicts
resulting in community
complaints.

Level of support/
opposition unknown at
this time. Land either
side of the Shotover
River owned by Council
and other landowners.

Existing bridge with
improved access by
walking/ cycling
potentially having
support.

Existing route

No issues anticipated.

Enhancements to the
existing trail are
anticipated to gain
support.

Existing route

Comments

IO3
Comments

Bridge crossing through
Outstanding Natural
Landscape. However, the
score reflects the route
being an existing trail.

Works near water pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
construction.

Works near water pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
construction.

Route runs through
Outstanding Natural
Landscape. However, the
score reflects the route
being an existing trail.

Existing crossing with
assumption that no
additional works to the
crossing are required.

Low liquefaction risk.

Comments

Existing crossing

Flooding (rainfall) risk
adjacent to Shotover
River (lower risk due to
distance from the river,
compared with the
existing trail).

0.0

Susceptible/ low
liquefaction risk

Alternative route in the
event of closure/
maintenance of the SH6
road bridge.

Existing crossing

Alternative route in the
0.0
event of closure/
maintenance of the SH6
road bridge.

-0.5

Low liquefaction risk.

-0.5 Flooding (rainfall) risk
adjacent to Shotover
River.

Low liquefaction risk.

0.0 Flooding (rainfall) risk
adjacent to Shotover
River.

Score

IO2

Resilience

Mostly off-road facilities so
no network impacts.

Modal shift to a similar extent
as other options.

Mostly off-road facilities so
no network impacts.

Unlikely to have significant
modal shift in current form.

Mostly off-road facilities so
no network impacts.

Comments

Connection connects into
Lower Shotover.

Minimal impact on the
network due to it being an
existing active modes
0.5 connection.

Connection connects into
Lower Shotover.

Minimal impact on the
network due to it being an
existing active modes
0.5 connection.

Connections to bus stops on
SH6, therefore slightly higher
scoring of 0.5.

Modal shift to a similar extent
-0.5 as other options.

-1.0

-1.0

Score

IO1, IO2

-1.0 Existing route

Low liquefaction risk.
0.0 Flooding (Rainfall) risk
adjacent to Shotover
River

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5

-0.5 While connecting with ferry
-0.5
stops, it does not necessarily
contribute to improved access
given the route is serving
those travelling between
Frankton and Lake Hayes
Estate.

Unlikely to result in modal
shift

Mostly off-road facilities so
no network impacts.

Score

Comments

IO3

New crossing location
and busy part of the
network

Existing structure.

-2.00 Existing route

-3.00

1.50

Existing trail.
0.5 Assumption that no
property is required.

Comments

0.0

Score

0.0 Existing route

Scoring assumes
multiple properties
are affected and
purchase is required.

Need to secure land
either side of the
river for a new
bridge although
partly owned by
-2.0 Council.

Score reflects more
complex consenting
compared with other
options, with a new
bridge triggering
regional consents.

0.0 Existing route

-1.5

New bridge will trigger
multiple consents
associated with a
structure and works in
a river.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the river (on
approach to the
bridge)

0.0 Existing structure.

0.0

-1.5 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the river.

0.0 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the lake/river.

0.0 Existing route

Score

IO3

Consentability

0.0

-2.0

Potentially affected
properties on
0.0 approaches to the
-0.5
-1.0
bridge where
Score reflects greater
widening is required.
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

0.0 Existing structure

Land required for
further widening to
Expensive given works
provide for walking
required adjacent to
and cycling, with
-1.0
SH6 in conjunction with
multiple properties
other changes.
affected. This is
reflected in the
scoring.

Access for construction
vehicles may be an
issue in some locations.

0.50 Existing structure.

-0.50

-1.00

Relatively easy
construction on
existing route.

Comments

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3

0.0 Existing route

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

-1.50 Existing route

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

Operational and Network Impacts

Flooding risk adjacent to
Minimal impact on the
Shotover River.
network due to it being a
Having regard to the
proposed active mode only
lower height of the
structure.
bridge relative to the
-1.5
-1.5
water level, there is a risk
More direct route will likely
of flood levels affecting
encourage a modal shift.
access.
Therefore scored higher than
option 4c
Alternative route in the
A score of -1.5 is given as
event of closure/
the degree of effect is
maintenance of the SH6
potentially less than
road bridge.
Option 4D.

Within Outstanding
Natural Landscape
(Shotover River) with
potentially significant
effects. A new crossing
directly adjacent to the
existing bridge is
anticipated to have a
-0.5 lesser effect than may
otherwise arise with a
bridge in a different
location.

1.0

0.0 Existing route

0.0

0.5

IO1

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

0.0 Existing route

Score

Stakeholders and Community

0.0

-5.5

-1.5

0.0

-3.5

-0.5

0.0

Base

Score

-3.500

-5.000

1.500

1.000

-2.500

-1.000

-2.500

Total Score No
Weighting

4f

Gorge Road

5a

- Existing shared path
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Route ends at the start
of Watties Track

- Existing unsealed
shared path

- Existing continuous
footpath along Fernhill
Road and Thompson
Street with widening.
- Cyclists on-road to
utilise on road bike
lanes.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path
footpath connection link
between Cameron Place
and Thompson Street.

Cameron Place walkway Thompson Street

Fernhill Road

Ex-6

6a

6b

- Cyclists on-road to
utilise new on road bike
lanes.
- Pedestrian to utilise
existing footpath.

- Existing continuous
footpath along Fernhill
Road and Thompson
Street
- Unsealed connection
link

Existing
Cameron Place walkway Thompson Street

Fernhill to Queenstown

Existing
Gorge Road

Ex-5

Arthurs Point to Queenstown

- New shared path.
- Primarily unsealed
Possible paper road - Multiple new
pedestrian/cycle bridges
route
assessed as it is only
relevant to this option

4e

Assumptions

- Existing shared path
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
Existing trail (QTT) continuous path.
- Utilises one of the three
assessed bridge
structures.

Route

Separation required to
enhance user safety in a
corridor of constrained
width.

Steep grades promote
potential unsafe
speeds/speed disparity
between modes.

Constrained width in
sections connecting
Cameron Place and
Thompson Street
(potential conflicts
between users although
no conflict with traffic).

Separation required to
enhance user safety.

Cyclists/traffic mixing
with traffic in busy
residential area (parking,
accesses, intersections
etc).

Narrow footpaths
throughout route

Cyclists/traffic mixing
with traffic in busy
residential area (parking,
accesses, intersections
etc).

Signalisation at Edith
Cavell Bridge Required

Widened and continuous
shared path would
greatly improve existing
pedestrian/cyclist safety.

Gorge Road high speed
80km/h.

Would require
treatments to protect
vulnerable users in some
constrained locations
where
cyclists/pedestrians and
traffic are in close
proximity on tight curves
etc.

Existing surfacing poor.

Discontinuous track past
Watties Track.

Fully separated from
traffic. Crossing of the
Kawarau River may have
some minor safety issues
due to existing width.

Assumed mix of
pedestrians and cyclists
on route although less
volumes than
Queenstown lakeside
trail (Queenstown to
Frankton).

Fully separated from
traffic.

Comments

Survey required to
determine widths and
existing topographical
constraints.

-1.5

Very direct route and
easily legible.

-1.0

0.5

Narrow widths with high
traffic and public
transport.

10%+ average gradient
on Fernhill Road
therefore not a viable
option for most users.

Grades and widths an
issue in some locations
particularly along link
between Cameron Place
and Thompson Street.

Avoids steep climb to
access Fernhill in
comparison with other
routes.

Grades and widths an
issue in some locations
-1.0 particularly along link
between Cameron Place
and Thompson Street.

-2.0

0.0

-1.0

Pedestrian trail route is
away from desire line
and very steep.

Direct route via Fernhill
Road which is the
primary vehicle access to
the heart of Fernhill.

Perception of the route
as direct may be reduced
due to isolated nature of
part of the trail.

Direct route on a plan.
Wayfinding required to
enhance legibility
through off road section.

Direct route on a plan.
But poor wayfinding

1.0

1.0

0.0

2.0

2.0

Good connectivity to
central Fernhill and
amenities along the
lakefront.
Connectivity to central
Fernhill bus stop. Less
connectivity to the
residential streets on
south of Queenstown

Great connectivity to
recreation reserves and
facilities at One Mile.
Less connectivity to
amenities.
Connectivity to central
Fernhill bus stops.

Great connectivity to
recreation reserves and
facilities at One Mile.
Less connectivity to
amenities.
Connectivity to central
Fernhill bus stops.

Connects point to point
strongly and will be a
good link to all
destinations along Gorge
Road.

Connects point to point
strongly and will be a
good link to all
destinations along Gorge
Road.

Opportunities to provide
for recreation and
tourism enhanced route

Attractive route with
elevated views of the
river

Attractive route adjacent
to the river.

Comments

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

Attractive route for
commuters and tourism.
Provides connection to
further attractive QTT
trails.

Likely attractive
commuter route from
Fernhill into
Queenstown.

Attractive daytime route
removed from the road
traffic for a section.
Attractive route for
tourists and will likely
enhance mode change.
Good opportunities for
pedestrians.
1.5 Narrow residential
streets reduce enjoyment
and increase conflict
points.
Fernhill to Queenstown
direction more attractive
to active users rather
than reverse due to
grades.
Busy traffic route
reduces attractiveness side barriers between
path and road reduce
path width and the
overall attractiveness for
1.0 active modes.

Attractive daytime route
1.5 but no lighting detracts
from it's usage at night

1.0

Safety issues and existing
1.0 surfacing not highly
attractive for all users

1.0

Low level of integration
and connectivity to
services, amenities
relative to other options,
being on the south side
of the river. Strong
-0.5
connections to
Remarkables Park area
and high school
Low level connectivity to
public transport except
at either end

Score

Perception that it is
further being on the
south side of the
Kawarau River.
-0.5 Poor access to north
Frankton, however,
direct access to high
school and south
Frankton

Comments

0.0

Score

Lower level of
integration being
adjacent to the rivers
rather than properties
-2.0
and businesses. Long
distance to get from
Lakes Hayes to South
Frankton

Comments

IO1

Connectivity / Integration

Re-routing via Old
Shotover Bridge reduces
directness/ coherence
significantly.
-0.5 Poor connectivity for
commuter cyclists
accessing south Frankton
who will short-cut
through Frankton

Score

IO1

Directness and Coherence

Existing grades and
curvature not attractive
Very direct route and
to all user groups. Full
1.0
0.5
easily legible.
separation with sealed
path required to improve
accessibility.

Existing grades and
-1.5 curvature not attractive
to all user groups.

2.0

Gradient of route in
many locations is an
issue for all user groups.

Gradient of route in
2.0 many locations is an
issue for all user groups.

Score

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

-0.5

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

1.5

1.0

Score

CPTED issues reduced
because route is adjacent
to busy roads

Attractive daytime route.
CPTED concerns at night
through forest trail area
with isolation issues.

Attractive daytime route.
CPTED concerns at night
through forest trail area
with isolation issues.

Passive surveillance within
the streets of Queenstown
by neighbouring
properties. Road users will
provide oversight along the
route outside of the
townships.

Passive surveillance within
the streets of Queenstown
by neighbouring
properties. Road users will
provide oversight along the
route outside of the
townships.

Lower level of social safety
given isolation.

Lower level of social safety
given majority of route
separated from passive
surveillance.

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

1.5

-0.5

-0.5

1.5

1.5

-1.0

-1.0

0.00

3.50

-1.00

7.00

1.50

2.50

-0.50

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

Potential opposition if
land is sought for
widening of the corridor.

Anticipated objections
with reduced road space
and removal of car
parking.

Potential opposition if
land is sought for
widening of the corridor.

Anticipated objections
with reduced road space
and removal of car
parking, particularly
along Thompson Street.

Existing route

Impacts on access and
parking along Gorge
Road, and potential loss
of spaces in the Gorge
Road car park.

Poor existing facility is
unattractive and likely to
cause some level of
community
dissatisfaction given it's
the only active mode
connection.

Improved accessibility to
Frankton and Lake Hayes
from the south side.

Potential opposition
from landowners.
Pending clarification on
engagement with
landowners.

Enhancements to the
existing trail are
anticipated to gain
support.

Comments

IO3
Score

Low liquefaction risk.

Comments

IO2

Resilience

Within Outstanding
Natural Landscape
(Kawarau River) with
potentially significant
effects, having regard to
a bridge being proposed.

Alluvial fan.

Low liquefaction risk.

Route runs over fault.

Landslide risk.

Alluvial fan.

Alternative route in the
event of closure of the
Glenorchy Road.

0.0 Route runs over fault.

-0.5

Low liquefaction risk.

Route runs over fault.

Landslide risk.

Alluvial fan.

Low liquefaction risk.

Alternative route in the
event of closure/
maintenance of the Old
Shotover Bridge.

Flooding risk adjacent to
Kawarau River.

Alluvial fans.

Alternative route in the
event of closure of the
Glenorchy Road.

Route is otherwise
through an urban
environment, hence a
lower score.

Alternative route in the
event of closure of the
Glenorchy Road.

Section of route through
Low liquefaction risk.
Outstanding Natural
Landscape with potential
Alluvial fan.
effects. Assumed that the
extent of works is small
-2.0 hence a score of -0.5.
-0.5 Route runs over fault.

Route is otherwise
through an urban
environment.

Section of route through
Low liquefaction risk.
Outstanding Natural
Landscape with potential
Alluvial fan.
effects. Assumed that the
extent of works is small
-2.0
-0.5 Route runs over fault.
hence a score of -0.5.

0.0 Existing route

Widening or works
beyond the existing road
may have visual effects
that need to be
managed.

Route follows existing
road which is identified
as an Outstanding
Natural Landscape.
Scoring assumes the
extent of works beyond
-2.0 the road is limited.

0.0

-2.0

Landslide areas.

Low to moderate
liquefaction risk.

-0.5 Flooding (Rainfall) risk
adjacent to Shotover
Works near water pose a
River
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
construction.

Through Outstanding
Natural Landscape.
However, the score is
less as it is an existing
trail.

Comments

IO1

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

-1.0 Existing route

-0.5

0.5

Score

Stakeholders and Community

Modal shift to a similar extent
as other options.

Mostly off-road facilities so
no network impacts.

Comments

0.0

-1.0

0.0

Connection to existing bus
route on Fernhill road.

Significant mode shift unlikely
with existing facilities.
-2.0
Significant conflicts with
traffic

Based on limited existing
facilities, a continuous and
attractive cycle/pedestrian
route would encourage mode
shift between Queenstown
and Arthurs Point.

Some bus connectivity along
route.

Full separation required so
that traffic and public
transport is not impeded.

Existing form unlikely to
result in modal shift

Modal shift to a similar extent
as other options.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Solution will likely result in a
-1.0 mix of traffic and cyclists
along a busy road.

Mode shift change likely if
existing facilities improved as
the routes collects a majority
of residents from Fernhill.

-1.5

Need to consider interaction
with property access,
intersections (crossing points)
-1.0
-1.5
and other traffic movements.

-1.0

-2.0

-2.0

-1.0

Score

Potential access issue
to construct new path
where no path
currently exists.

Construction of one
bridge required with
second bridge funded
as part of utilities
crossing requirement.

Access for construction
vehicles may be an
issue in some locations.

Relatively easy
construction on
existing route.

Comments

IO3

-5.00

-5.00

Construction cost
depends on cyclists on
or off road.

Very constrained width
with significant
gradients.

Very high costs to
widen existing
connection link
between Thompson
Street and Cameron
Place.

High costs associated
with accesses,
intersections and
constrained corridor
widths.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the lake/ river.

Comments

0.0 Existing route

0.0 Existing route

Consent likely for
-2.0 earthworks and
stormwater.

0.0 Existing route

Possible need for
land where widening
required. Large
Consent likely for
number of properties
-1.0 may be affected
-2.0 earthworks and
stormwater.
through built up
area, which is
reflected in the
score.

Land required where
there is a narrow
entry to existing
Consent likely for
footpath at Cameron
-1.5 Place.
-0.5 earthworks and
stormwater.
Assumed that one
property is affected,
hence a lower score.

0.0 Existing route

Score

-0.5

-0.5

0.0

-0.5

0.0

-2.0

0.0 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Score

IO3

Consentability

New bridge will trigger
multiple consents
associated with a
Land required for
structure and works in
new route with large
a river.
number of
-1.0 landowners affected. -1.0
Score reflects more
Pending clarification
complex consenting
on engagement with
compared with other
landowners.
options, with a new
bridge triggering
regional consents.

Possible need for
Constrained corridor
land for widening.
width (particularly past
Large number of
McChesney Road),
properties may be
high volumes of traffic
affected having
(traffic management),
-1.0
regard to built
grades and cut/fill have
environment. This is
significant costs.
reflected in the
scoring relative to
Potential signalisation.
the other options.

-3.00 Existing route

-4.50

Comments

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3

Existing trail.
0.5 Assumption that no
property is required.

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

-4.00 Existing route

-3.50

-0.50

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

-0.5 While connecting with ferry
0.0
stops, it does not necessarily
contribute to improved access
given the route is serving
those travelling between
Frankton and Lake Hayes
Estate.

Score

IO1, IO2

Operational and Network Impacts

-3.5

-2.5

0.0

-3.5

0.0

-4.0

-0.5

Base

Score

-8.500

-4.000

-4.000

-1.000

-2.500

-5.000

-1.500

Total Score No
Weighting

6d

Lakeside walkway

- Existing shared
cyclist/pedestrian path
(50% sealed).
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.
- Intersection crossing
required at GlenorchyQueenstown Rd/Fernhill
Rd intersection

6c

Assumptions

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
Fernhill Road and
- Separated from traffic
Glenorchy (generally no physical
Queenstown Road
protection)
- Intersection crossing
required at GlenorchyQueenstown Rd/Fernhill
Rd intersection

Route

Need to consider mix of
users on shared facility.

Full separation from
traffic until Fernhill
Rd/Glenorchy Road
intersection crossing.

Need to consider mix of
users on shared facility.

Crossing of Glenorchy
Road required.

Physical protection
required to enhance user
safety in a corridor of
constrained width and
high speed.

Narrow footpath width
with challenging grades
and topography adjacent
to the route.

Reasonable width and
grades along GlenorchyQueenstown Road.

10%+ average gradient
on Fernhill Road
therefore not a viable
options for most users.

Comments

Route not very
permeable due to lack of
accesses.

0.5 Includes steep Fernhill
Road connection.

-0.5

Score

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

Comments

Route less direct to
Queenstown due to its
entry from the Sunshine
-1.5
Bay side of Fernhill and is
also below GlenorchyQueenstown Road.

Route less direct to
Queenstown due to its
-1.5
entry from the Sunshine
Bay side of Fernhill.

Score

IO1
Comments

IO1

Route provides less
connectivity and
catchment within
Fernhill.
Non legible connectivity
-1.5
to public transport
connections.
Away from the road
corridor so less
connectivity than 6c.

Comments

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

Highly attractive route
appealing to tourist peds
and cyclists for location
adjacent to the lake.
Fernhill to Queenstown
-1.5
rather than reverse due
to grades.
Proximity to existing
lakefront amenities.

High volume traffic along
Glenorchy/ Queenstown
Road reduces the
-0.5 attractiveness.
Lakefront connection will
provide amenity for
users.

Score

Connectivity / Integration

Route provides less
connectivity and
catchment within
-1.0 Fernhill.
Non legible connectivity
to public transport
connections.

Score

Directness and Coherence

1.5

-1.0

Score

Good passive surveillance
for either end of the route.
However, isolated areas
below GlenorchyQueenstown Rd between
south end of Fernhill Road
and One Mile.

Less CPTED issues due to
being adjacent to higher
volume roads which
provide passive
surveillance.

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

-1.0

1.5

-3.50

-3.00

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

Potential opposition if
land is sought for
widening of Fernhill
Road (if feasible).

Potential opposition if
land is sought for
widening of Fernhill
Road (if feasible)

Comments

IO3
Comments

IO1

Works near water pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
construction.

Within an Outstanding
Natural Landscape with
potential effects,
particularly given the
location adjoining the
lake edge (reflected in a
-1.0
score of -1).

Works near water pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
construction.

Low liquefaction risk.

Comments

IO2

Resilience

Alternative route in the
event of closure of the
Glenorchy Road.

-1.0 Route runs over fault.

Alluvial fan.

Low liquefaction risk.

Route runs over fault.

-1.0 Alluvial fan.

Score

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

Within Outstanding
Natural Landscape with
potential effects,
particularly given the
location adjoining the
lake edge (reflected in
-1.0
score of -1).

Score

Stakeholders and Community

Need to consider impact of
crossing at Fernhill
Road/Glenorchy Road
intersection.

Solution will likely result in
mix of traffic and cyclists in
constrained locations on
Fernhill Road.

Need to consider impact of
crossing at Fernhill
Road/Glenorchy Road
intersection.

Comments

Solution will likely result in
mix of traffic and cyclists in
constrained locations on
Fernhill Road.

Accessibility issues to be
-1.0 addressed as part of final
design.

-1.0

Score

IO1, IO2

Score

-1.5

-1.5

-4.50

-4.50

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

Operational and Network Impacts

Significant gradients
and width constraints
will add to costs, along
with required
improvements to
ensure the track is to
an acceptable
standard.

Construction cost
depends on cyclists
being on or off road.

Very constrained width
with significant
gradients.

Comments

IO3
Comments

Score

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3
Comments

IO3

Consentability

Existing trail.
-1.0 Assumption that no
land is required.

-0.5

Score

0.0 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the lake.

Possible need for
land where widening
required. Large
Consent likely for
number of properties
-1.0 may be affected
-2.0 earthworks and
stormwater.
through built up
area, which is
reflected in the
score.

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

-2.0

-3.5

Base

Score

-10.000

-11.000

Total Score No
Weighting

7b

Arthurs Point Rd /
Little Rd

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
primarily unsealed,
QTT route including
widened, continuous
to bridge crossings
path.
- Upgrade of historic
tunnel and construction
of new bridge required.

8b

8c

Lower Shotover

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

8a

- Majority of route on
shoulder of road with
minimal separated
facilities.

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
primarily unsealed,
Trail on south bank widened, continuous
path.
to Tucker Beach
- Utilises existing Edith
Cavell Bridge with
proposed signalised
changes.

Existing
Ex-8.1 Arthurs Point Rd
/Little Rd

Widths generally
acceptable for wide
shared path.

Some areas with
challenging gradients.

Significant width and
gradient issues along
existing route. Currently
more suited to being a
technical hiking/biking
trail.

Significant width and
gradient issues along
existing route. Currently
1.0
more suited to being a
technical hiking/biking
trail.

1.0

1.0

Comments

2.0

Good widths along route
for wide shared path.

Some areas with grade
issues.

Need to consider mix of
users on shared facility
although it is expected
this is a low volume
route.

Full separation from
traffic along the route.

Potential right turn
needs to be provided for
in design.

2.0

Gradients generally
acceptable for use for a
range of user groups.

Constrained particularly
around use of existing
tunnel.

Some areas with
challenging gradients
Road environment has a
-1.0 and width constraints
number of conflict points
particularly on Littles
from various
Road.
intersections and
accesses.

Route runs adjacent to a
busy, high speed road
with limited physical
barriers to protect
pedestrians/cyclists from
errant vehicles.

Need to consider mix of
users on shared facility
although it is expected
this is a low volume
route.

Full separation from
traffic along the route.

Narrow or no shoulder
width for all user groups.

Some areas with
challenging gradients
and width constraints
High risk of conflict along
particularly on Littles
-2.0
route between active
Road.
modes and traffic

Full separation from
traffic on shared path.

- Existing shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
Existing trail along - New work includes
lake front
widening, lessening
grade and other minor
improvements.

Arthurs Point to Frankton
Upper Shotover

Full separation from
traffic on shared path.

- New cyclist/pedestrian
4WD track / paper path.
road corridor
- Primarily unsealed,
continuous.

Full separation from
traffic on shared path.

Score

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

7a

Ex-7

Assumptions

Jack's Point to Kelvin Heights
- Existing shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
Existing
- New work includes
Existing trail along
widening, lessening
lake front
grade and other minor
improvements.

Route

Direct route given it is
the only current
connection between
Jack's Point and Kelvin
Heights. Track is
technical in places.

Comments

Provides direct link to
1.0 the existing Tucker Beach
trail track

Not direct route,
-1.0 distance far greater than
other options

Route relatively direct
along Watties Track.
Access to Watties Track
seems counterintuitive
1.0
due to travelling up hill
from Arthurs Point to the
west rather than the
east.

Not direct route,
-2.0 distance far greater than
other options

Direct route given it is
the only current
connection between
-2.0
Jack's Point and Kelvin
Heights. Track is
technical in places.

Direct route once access
-1.0 to the upper corridor is
achieved

-2.0

Score

IO1

Highly attractive with
views across Lake
Wakatipu.
High value as a tourism
0.0
route, less likely route
for commuters unless
accessing ferry at Kelvin
Heights.

Connectivity is for point
to point. No current
development in between
Jack's Point and Kelvin
Heights to connect to
Connectivity to potential
future ferry terminal at
Kelvin Heights

1.5

Direct link that would
connect to Quail rise
development area.
More integration due to
potential connections
between Malaghans
Road and the trail

Connects Dalefield rural
development however,
misses more densely
-1.5
populated Quail Rise.
No connection to public
transport.

Direct link that would
connect to Quail rise
development area.
-1.0
Less integration due to
traversing large areas
adjacent to private land

Attractive route
alongside river. Will also
likely attract high
1.0 numbers of tourism and
recreational users
Especially with bridge
and tunnel possibilities.

Adjacent to high speed
and traffic road reduces
0.0 attractiveness of route.
Passive surveillance from
road traffic only.

Attractive route
alongside river. Will also
likely attract high
numbers of tourism and
-0.5
recreational users.
Score reduced due to the
section adjacent to AP to
QT road corridor

Adjacent to high speed
and traffic road reduces
0.0 attractiveness of route.
Passive surveillance from
road traffic only.

1.5

-1.5

0.5

-1.5

Connectivity to potential future ferry terminal at Kelvin Heights

1.5

1.0

Highly attractive with
views across Jack's Point
and Lake Wakatipu.
High value as a tourism
route, less likely route
for commuters unless
0.0
accessing ferry at Kelvin
Heights.
Lower score than 7b due
to likely integration with
traffic for longer
distance.

Connectivity is for point
to point . No current
development in between
Jack's Point and Kelvin
Heights to connect to.
Connectivity to potential
future ferry terminal at
Kelvin Heights

Score

0.5

Comments

Existing form is not
0.0 hugely attractive for
commuting.

Score

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

Connectivity is for point
to point. No current
development in between
Jack's Point and Kelvin
Heights to connect to

Comments

IO1

Connectivity / Integration

Connects Dalefield rural
development however,
misses more densely
-1.5
populated Quail Rise.
No connection to public
transport.

1.0

0.5

1.0

Score

Directness and Coherence

Attractive daytime route.
Passive surveillance is low
although some properties
overlook parts of the track
reducing CPTED concerns.
Tunnel could likely be a
CPTED concern.

Passive surveillance
increased due to location
adjacent to busy road
corridor.

Attractive daytime route.
Significant isolation along
majority of the route.

Passive surveillance
increased due to location
adjacent to busy road
corridor.

Social safety issues due to
remoteness.

Social safety issues due to
remoteness.

Social safety issues due to
remoteness.

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

-1.0

1.0

-1.5

1.0

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

6.00

-4.00

0.50

-6.00

1.00

1.00

0.00

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

Land is partly DoC
reserve. No opposition
anticipated.

New access through
area, with opportunity
for businesses to benefit.

Potential impact on
existing accessways, and
opposition from
residents.

Anticipated to be
support in providing
enhanced access.

Potential impact on
existing accessways, and
opposition from
residents.

Enhancements to the
existing trail are
anticipated to gain
support.

Potential support from
recreational cyclists/
walkers.

Understanding that a
landowner is strongly
opposed.

Existing route

Comments

IO3
Comments

Creation of a new trail
through an Outstanding
Natural Landscape with
potential effects.

Works near water pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
construction.

0.0

-1.0

0.0

-1.0

-1.5

0.0

Score

Low risk of liquefaction.

Low risk of liquefaction.

Alternative route in the
event of closure of the
road from Arthurs Point
to Frankton.

Landslide areas.

Flooding (rainfall) risk.

Alluvial fans.

Low risk of liquefaction.

Low risk of liquefaction.

Low to moderate risk of
liquefaction.

Low to moderate risk of
liquefaction.

Low to moderate risk of
liquefaction.

Comments

IO2

Resilience

New crossings of the
Alluvial fans.
Shotover River and
therefore potential for a
Flooding (Rainfall) risk.
0.5 significant effect
-2.0
(Reflected in the score of Alternative route in the
2).
event of closure of the
road from Arthurs Point
Works near water pose a
to Frankton.
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
construction.

Within an Outstanding
Natural Landscape with
potential effects.

Largely outside
Outstanding Natural
Landscape.

Route follows existing
road corridor and being
a modified environment,
is not anticipated to have
more than minor effects.
-1.0 A score of 0 is therefore
given.

1.0

Within an Outstanding
Natural Landscape with
potential effects.

Largely outside
Outstanding Natural
Landscape.

Route follows existing
road corridor and being
a modified environment,
is not anticipated to have
more than minor effects.
-1.0 A score of 0 is therefore
given.

Section of trail through
an Outstanding Natural
Landscape. Widening or
extensive works may
1.5
have an impact,
however, it is an existing
trail and is therefore
scored a -1.

-1.0

IO1

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

0.0 Existing route

Score

Stakeholders and Community

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Improved gradients likely to
increase uptake of active
mode use over existing
facility.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Similar to other option.

Unlikely to promote modal
shift

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Comments

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

Comments

IO3

Significant gradients
and width constraints
will add to costs for
upgrading track.

Construction of new
track will need
substantial work in
order to ensure it is up
to standard.

-1.00

-1.50

0.50

Moderate cost
associated with new
bridge and tunnel
upgrade.

Significant number of
accesses to deal with
and costs associated
with constrained
widths.

Arthurs Point portion
of route ties into route
5 options (reduced
costs).

Less costs as
predominately off-road
route on mostly
existing track.

Significant number of
accesses to deal with
-1.50 and costs associated
with constrained
widths.

0.50

-2.50

Similar scale of cost to
other option.

Comments

Land required for
route with at least
one landowner
opposed.

-1.0

-1.0

-0.5

-1.0

Land required to
provide sufficient
width for walking,
cycling.

Land required to
provide sufficient
width for walking,
cycling.

Land required for
route with at least
one landowner
opposed.

Land required to
provide sufficient
width for walking,
cycling.

Existing trail.
-2.0 Assumption that no
land is required.

-2.0

Comments

IO3

Consentability

-1.0

0.0

Score

-0.5

-0.5

-1.0 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the river.

Consent likely for
-1.0 earthworks and
stormwater.

-2.0 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the river.

Consent likely for
-1.0 earthworks and
stormwater.

0.0 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the lake.

Effects on landscape
-2.0 values associated with
a new route will need
to be addressed in
application, which is
reflected in the score
of -1.

Consent likely for
earthworks and
stormwater.

0.0 Existing route

Score

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3

Existing trail.
0.0 Assumption that no
land is required.

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

-1.00 Existing route

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

Score

Accessibility issues to be addressed as part of final design.

Some modal shift likely if
gradients are suitable for a
range of users.

Accessibility issues to be
addressed as part of final
design.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Unlikely to encourage
significant modal shift due to
route length and desirability.

Accessibility issues to be
addressed as part of final
design.

Mostly off-road facilities so
no network impacts.

Attractiveness of route and
relatively good gradients
likely to attract modal shift.

No integration with public
transport.

Accessibility issues to be
addressed as part of final
design.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Unlikely to encourage
significant modal shift due to
route length and desirability.

Accessibility issues to be
addressed as part of final
design.

Mostly off-road facilities so
no network impacts.

-1.0 Improved gradients likely to
increase uptake of active
mode use over existing
facility.

-1.0

-1.0

Score

IO1, IO2

Operational and Network Impacts

-3.0

-2.5

-3.5

-2.5

-3.0

-5.0

0.0

Base

Score

2.000

-8.000

-2.500

-10.000

-1.500

-6.500

-1.000

Total Score No
Weighting

8f

8e

8d

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

Assumptions

Domain Rd

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

- Existing shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
Tucker Beach to
continuous path.
Shotover via south
- Separated from traffic.
bank
- Section along Tucker
Beach Road will be
separated on-road.

via Johnson Lake

Existing
Ex-8.2
Domain Rd

Route

Potential right turn
needs to be provided for
in design.

Road environment has a
number of conflict point
from various
intersections and
accesses.

Route runs adjacent to a
busy, high speed road
with limited physical
barriers to protect
pedestrians/cyclists from
errant vehicles.

Conflict point at road
crossing.

Generally off-road track
separated from traffic.

Need to consider mix of
users on shared facility
although it is expected
this is a low volume
route.

Full separation from
traffic along the route.

Potential right turn
needs to be provided for
in design.

Road environment has a
number of conflict point
from various
intersections and
accesses.

Route runs adjacent to a
busy, high speed road
with limited physical
barriers to protect
pedestrians/cyclists from
errant vehicles.

-1.0

1.0

2.0

-1.0

Score

Some sections of the
route have steep batter
slopes on either side of
the road.

Some areas with
challenging gradients
and width constraints.

Good widths along
majority of route for
wide shared path.

Some sections of Tucker
Beach Road with grade
issues.

Dashed route provides
generally reasonable
gradients.

Generally reasonable
widths along proposed
route.

Steep gradient would
discourage some user
groups from using the
facility.

Some sections of the
route have steep batter
slopes on either side of
the road.

Some areas with
challenging gradients
and width constraints.

Comments

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

Comments

Legibility to be enhanced
at connection points

Not direct route,
-1.0 distance far greater than
other options.

0.5

Existing main route
which is direct.

Direct route on a plan.
Wayfinding required to
-1.0 enhance legibility.
Grades reduce the
efficiency.

Not direct route,
-1.0 distance far greater than
other options.

Score

IO1
Comments

IO1

Connectivity to
residential development
is high
Connectivity to public
transport at points along
the route.

Doesn't connect to Quail
Rise or amenities.

Connections to Dalefield
rural development area
-1.0 only.
No connectivity to public
transport areas.

1.0

2.0

Comments

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

Low level of
attractiveness due to
being adjacent to high
speed road corridor and
extra distance that is
1.0
required.
Lighting would need to
be introduced to reduce
CPTED concerns and
legibility after dark.

Attractive daytime route
which would likely
attract tourism and
1.5
recreational trips.
Likely low level of
commuter uptake.

Attractive daytime route
for commuting and
tourism.
Provides attractive cross
country route away from
-1.0
roads
Would connect well to
the QTT proposed route
across the river.

Very unattractive due to
1.0 proximity to traffic and
poor lighting.

Score

Connectivity / Integration

Connections to Dalefield
rural development area
-1.0 only.
No connectivity to public
transport areas.

Score

Directness and Coherence

-1.0

1.0

1.5

-2.0

Score

CPTED issues reduced due
to location adjacent to
busy road. Route does still
go off road to connect to
the Old Shotover bridge.

CPTED due to isolated
nature of trail. Sections of
the route adjacent to road
corridor will also enhance
the passive surveillance for
parts.

Isolated route across
private land will increase
CPTED issues

CPTED issues reduced due
to location adjacent to
busy road. Route does still
go off road to connect to
the Old Shotover bridge.
Poor lighting

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

1.0

0.5

-1.0

0.0

-2.00

5.50

2.50

-4.00

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

Potential impact on
existing accessways, and
opposition from
residents.

Anticipated to be
support in providing
enhanced access.

Anticipated to be
support in providing
enhanced access through
an area that is attractive
to cyclists/ walkers.

Existing route

Comments

IO3
Comments

IO1

Works near water pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
construction.

Outside Outstanding
Natural Landscape.

Route follows existing
road corridor and being
a modified environment,
is not anticipated to have
more than minor effects.
-1.0
A score of 0 is therefore
given.

1.0

While partly within an
Outstanding Natural
Landscape, it is an
existing trail.

Works near Lake
Johnson pose a risk to
1.0 natural values, while
recognising it is an
existing trail.

0.0

-0.5

-1.0

0.0

Score

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

0.0 Existing route

Score

Stakeholders and Community

Alluvial fans.

Low risk of liquefaction.

Alternative route in the
event of closure of the
road from Arthurs Point
to Frankton.

Flooding (rainfall) risk.

Low risk of liquefaction.

Alternative route in the
event of closure of the
road from Arthurs Point
to Frankton.

Alluvial fans.

Low risk of liquefaction.

Alluvial fans.

Low risk of liquefaction.

Comments

IO2

Resilience

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

No integration with public
transport.

Accessibility issues to be
addressed as part of final
design.

Need to consider impact of
route on existing
intersections and accesses.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Steep gradients may
discourage some users from
changing mode.

No integration with public
transport.

Accessibility issues to be
addressed as part of final
design.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

Unlikely to promote modal
shift in current form

Comments

Accessibility issues to be
addressed as part of final
design.

Need to consider impact of
route on existing significant
-1.0 number of intersections and
accesses.

-0.5

-0.5

-1.0

Score

IO1, IO2

Score

0.0

0.5

1.0

-2.0

Comments

IO3

-2.00

0.50

0.50

Comments

Portion of route close
to Frankton ties into
options 9b/9c/9d
(reduced costs)

Traffic management
costs associated with
route.

Significant number of
accesses and
intersections to
incorporate into
construction/design.

Less costs as
predominately off-road
route on mostly
existing trail/4wd road.

0.0

Score

Scoring reflects greater
complexity of
consenting compared
with other options.

Issues may arise with
consenting for
disturbance of
contaminated land
0.0
from the regional
council, having regard
to landfill that the
route goes through.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the river.

-0.5

-1.5

-0.5 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the lake.

Possible need for
Consent likely for
-1.0 land where widening -1.0 earthworks and
required.
stormwater.

Existing trail.
1.0 Assumption that no
land is required.

Less costs as
predominately off-road
Land owned in part
route on mostly
by DoC so assumed
existing track. However -0.5
to not be complexity
costs associated with
of purchase.
widening and
earthworks.

Comments

IO3

Consentability

0.0 Existing route

Score

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3

0.0 Existing route

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

-3.00 Existing route

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

Operational and Network Impacts

-2.5

-0.5

-2.0

0.0

Base

Score

-6.500

5.500

1.000

-7.000

Total Score No
Weighting

Route runs adjacent to a
busy road environment
with numerous
intersections and
accesses.

Route runs adjacent to a
high speed, busy road
environment with
numerous intersections
and accesses.

- Primarily new shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.
- Connects into existing
Lake Hayes Lakeside
circuit trail

- Existing shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

- New cyclist/pedestrian
path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

Arrowtown - Lake
Hayes Road

Existing QTT via
Millbrook

McDonnell Road
and Speargrass
Road

Malaghans Road

9a

9b

9c

9d

Existing
Ex-10
Malaghans Road

- Existing shoulder with
no separated facility.

-2.0

-1.5

0.0

-1.0

Very long route in
comparison to other
options.

Some sections with
width constraints.

Generally comparable to
other options.

Poor gradients and width
constraints in numerous
locations.

Generally comparable to
other options.

Some tortuous sections
of existing track with
poor grades.

Generally comparable to
other options.

Design needs to consider
how route connects to
lower Lake Hayes trail.

Poor gradients and width
constraints in numerous
locations.

Comments

Direct route along the
main vehicle access
between destinations
(11km).

-1.0

Least direct route option
(12.5km)

Direct route adjacent to
0.0 higher speed road
corridors (11.5km)

Less direct route
however, this is a
successful existing trail
so the perception of
directness enhanced due
0.0 to peoples knowledge of
the trail.
Less direct connection
through Millbrook Resort
(12km or with red
dashed = 11km)

0.0

Less direct route
however, this is a
successful existing trail
so the perception of
directness enhanced due
-1.0 to peoples knowledge of
the trail.
Less direct connection
through Millbrook Resort
(12km or with red
dashed = 11km)

Score

IO1

However, for higher
volume walking/cycling
travel it isn't appropriate
in its current form

Existing trail is attractive
and successful as a
recreational and tourist
route.

Comments

2.0

-1.0

Connectivity to Millbrook
Resort.
Currently no connection
to public transport along
this route. Future
opportunities if bus
route is reintroduced.

Connectivity to amenities
is low, No connections to
public transport

0.0

Proximity to high speed
rural roads with limited
separation is highly
unattractive

Location adjacent to high
speed roads, longer
route distance and more
0.0 isolation from populated
areas reduces the
attractiveness

Route is an existing high
use recreational route
for road cyclists
0.0
highlighting the merits of
the road corridor for
confident cyclists.

Connection to south of
Arrowtown township
and new retirement
-0.5 village development.
Lack of connectivity to
amenities and public
transport opportunities.

Attractive with
connection along Lake
Hayes lakefront, it is
2.0
direct and will attract
both commuters and
tourists.

1.5

Score

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

Existing trail is attractive
and successful as a
recreational and tourist
route.
Enhancing the facility
1.5
would enable commuters
to take up opportunity to
ride for transport
(particularly at least in
one direction).

Connectivity to
amenities, Lake Hayes,
commercial and
residential zones along
Lake Hayes Road is high.

Connects through the
heart of Millbrook and
likely future
developments within the
Dalefield area.
Connections to public
transport at either end
only - connecting from
Lake Hayes to
Frankton/Queenstown
will be an important link
to allow promotion of
multi modal trips.

Comments

IO1

Connectivity / Integration

Connects through the
heart of Millbrook and
likely future
developments within the
Dalefield area.
Connections to public
transport at either end
only - connecting from
Lake Hayes to
Frankton/Queenstown
will be an important link
to allow promotion of
multi modal trips.

0.0

2.0

0.0

Score

Directness and Coherence

Route runs adjacent to a
Direct route along full
Relatively flat however
high volume and high
length (14km). On road
currently unsuitable as a
-2.0 along predominant
speed (100km/h) with no -2.0
high volume active
physical protection for
transport route enhances
modes route for all users
cyclists/pedestrians
perception of directness

Assumed that sealing of
the road is required on
some locations in
addition to LATM
measures to manage risk
of increased vehicle
speeds mixing with
cyclists/pedestrians.

Numerous conflict points
where existing trail
crosses roads of varying
speeds and traffic
volumes.

Route predominantly
runs adjacent to a busy
road environment with
numerous intersections
and accesses.

Relative to routes 9c and
9d, this route includes an
off-road portion with no
risk of vehicle conflict.

Existing
Existing QTT via
Millbrook

Arrowtown to Arthurs Point

Comments

Numerous conflict points
Some tortuous sections
where existing trail
of existing track with
crosses roads of varying
poor grades.
speeds and traffic
-2.0
volumes.
Not suitable for all
modes
Increased volumes of
active users likely to
increase risks.

Score

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

Ex-9

Assumptions

- Existing unsealed
recreational shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- Section of route shares
road with traffic

Arrowtown to Frankton

Route

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

2.0

1.0

1.0

Score

Proximity to roads will
decrease CPTED concerns.

Isolation from populated
areas reduces the
attractiveness
Road corridor will provide
some passive surveillance

Isolation from populated
areas increases CPTED
concerns. Road corridor
will provide some passive
surveillance but not as
much as the busier roads
in 9a and 9d.

Isolated route for a long
section reduces social
safety score.

Attractive daytime route.

CPTED issues reduced due
to being adjacent to high
volume road corridor.
Area adjacent to the lake
will have less passive
surveillance than adjacent
to the road corridor.

Isolated route for a long
section reduces social
safety score.

Attractive daytime route.

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

1.5

1.0

0.5

-1.0

1.0

-1.0

-2.00

-4.00

-2.00

2.50

5.00

-1.50

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

Existing route

Need to consult with
multiple landowners,
with potential need for
land to accommodate an
off-road cycleway

Need to consult with
multiple landowners,
with potential need for
land to accommodate an
off-road cycleway.

Need for agreement
from Millbrook to the
cycleway through the
resort. Worse score than
Option 9A assumes
opposition from
landowners.

Need to consult with
multiple landowners,
with potential need for
land to accommodate an
off-road cycleway.

Need to consult with
multiple landowners,
with potential need for
land to accommodate an
off-road cycleway.

Higher volumes may
increase risk of conflicts
and subsequently
community complaints.

Existing route

Comments

IO3
Score

Comments

IO2

Resilience

Score

Comments

IO1, IO2

-1.0
Alluvial fan.

Low to moderate
liquefaction risk.

Flooding (Rainfall) risk.

Flooding (Rainfall) risk.

Flooding (Rainfall) risk.

0.0 Existing route

Works near Shotover
River pose a risk to
natural values e.g. water
quality, during
construction.

0.0
Alluvial fans.

Low liquefaction risk.

Flooding (Rainfall) risk.

Route near to Shotover
River through an
Outstanding Natural
Landscape with potential
effects although it is an
Low liquefaction risk.
existing trail (Reflected in
-0.5 scoring of -0.5).
-0.5 Alluvial fan.

Works near Shotover
River pose a risk to
natural values e.g. water
quality, during
construction.

Route near to Shotover
River through an
Outstanding Natural
Landscape with potential
effects although it is an
Low liquefaction risk.
existing trail (reflected in
-0.5 scoring of -0.5).
-0.5 Alluvial fan

Works near Shotover
River pose a risk to
natural values e.g. water
quality, during
construction.

Route near to Shotover
River through an
Outstanding Natural
Landscape with potential
Low liquefaction risk.
effects although it is an
existing trail (reflected in
-1.0 scoring of -0.5).
-0.5 Alluvial fan.

Works near water pose a
risk to natural values e.g.
water quality, during
construction.

Within an Outstanding
Natural Feature (Lake
Hayes) with potential
effects. However, it
follows an existing trail
so the effect is not
anticipated to be
-0.5 significant on the
assumption that the
extent of works is small.

Low liquefaction risk.
0.0 Alluvial fan.

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-1.0

-0.5

Unlikely to achieve significant
mode shift in current form

Future provision of a bus
route but negligible effect

Need to consider impact of
route on existing
intersections and accesses.

Mostly off-road facilities so
no significant network
impacts.

Need to consider impact of
route on existing
intersections and accesses.

Mostly off-road facilities so
no significant network
impacts.

No integration with public
transport.

Need to consider impact of
route on existing
intersections and accesses.

Mostly off-road facilities so
no significant network
impacts.

Potential integration with
public transport.

Need to consider impact of
route on existing
intersections and accesses.

All off-road facilities so no
network impacts.

No integration with public
transport.

Existing form unlikely to
cause significant modal shift.

Score

-1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.5

-0.5

Comments

IO3

Traffic management
costs associated with
construction adjacent
to traffic.

Additional construction
and maintenance costs
associated with length
of route.

Traffic management
costs associated with
construction adjacent
to traffic.

High construction costs
due to existing
accesses, intersection
and width constraints.

Costs associated with
full width seal and
LATM on sections of
road along route.

Ease of access (onroad).
Minimal traffic
management costs.

-1.50 Existing route

-1.50

-1.50

-2.00

-1.00

Challenges associated
with construction on
SH6 corridor and on
trail adjacent to Lake
Hayes.

Comments

Approval for the use
of private space
through Millbrook.

Investigation
required of existing
legal arrangements
around Lake Hayes.

Land required to
provide sufficient
width for walking,
cycling.

Land required to
provide sufficient
width for walking,
cycling.

0.0 Existing route

-1.5

-1.5

Score of -2 assumes
opposition to the
route.

Land potentially
required between
houses off Domain
-1.0 Road unless
easement/ RoW
provided for through
existing subdivision.

-2.0

Assumed
requirement for
widening to provide
for walking/ cycling.

Comments

IO3

Consentability

0.0

Score

0.0 Existing route

0.0

-1.0 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the river.

-1.0 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the river.

-2.0 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the river.

-1.5 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the lake.

0.0 Existing route

Score

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3

0.0 Existing route

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

-2.00 Existing route

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

Operational and Network Impacts

Works near water pose a risk to natural values e.g. water quality, during construction.

Comments

IO1

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

-1.0 Existing route

Score

Stakeholders and Community

0.0

-3.5

-3.5

-4.0

-4.5

0.0

Base

Score

-3.500

-9.000

-7.000

-3.500

-0.500

-3.500

Total Score No
Weighting

QTT Trail
(proposed)

Malaghans Road

10a

10b

Route

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

- Utilise existing QTT trail
route and provide new
shared cyclist/pedestrian
path for a short section
adjacent to Malaghans
Rd.
- At grade crossing
required on Malaghans
Road.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

Assumptions

Relatively flat
environment. Section
towards Arthurs Point
0.0
where route drops down
to river and therefore a
climb required back up.

Comments

Route runs adjacent to a
high volume and high
speed (100km/h) with
Relatively flat with
physical protection
reasonable widths along
required to protect
corridor.
pedestrians/cyclists from -1.0
errant vehicles.
Some sections with
reasonable grades.
Some crossings of
intersecting roads
required along route.

Some of the route is offroad, but a crossing is
required at one location.

Short section of route
runs adjacent to
Malaghans Road (high
speed/volume road).

Score

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

Less direct with diversion
to north. (15km).

Comments

Direct route along full
length (14km). On road
0.5 along predominant
transport route enhances
perception of directness

0.0

Score

IO1
Comments

IO1
Score

Connectivity / Integration

Comments

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

2.0

Connectivity to Millbrook
Resort.
Currently no connection
to public transport along
this route. Future
opportunities if bus
route is reintroduced.
0.0
Views of the surrounding
ranges.

Proximity to high speed
rural roads reduce the
route's attractiveness.

Views of the surrounding
Connectivity to Millbrook
ranges.
Resort.
Large proportion of the
-1.0 Low level of integration
-1.0
route is removed from
with other developments
high speed roads so
and facilities.
more comfortable.

Score

Directness and Coherence

-0.5

1.5

Score

Proximity to roads will
decrease CPTED concerns.

More remote option and
therefore a lower level of
social safety.
Attractive daytime route.

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

1.5

-1.0

2.50

-1.50

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

No parking at present.

Improved access to
business (paragliding/
parapunting).
No parking at present.

Comments

IO3

Largely outside
Outstanding Natural
Landscape.

Works near Shotover
River pose a risk to
natural values e.g. water
quality, during
construction.

Potential effects of
section north of
Malaghans Road and
near to Shotover River.

Comments

IO1

0.0

-0.5

Score

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

Route follows existing
0.0 road corridor and being
a modified environment,
is not anticipated to have
more than minor effects.
A score of 0 is therefore
given.

1.0

Score

Stakeholders and Community

Alluvial fans.

Low liquefaction risk.

Alluvial fans.

Low liquefaction risk.

Comments

IO2

Resilience

Option has least operational
and network impact.

Comments

All of route separated from
live traffic but will need to
consider impact of route on
-0.5 existing intersections and
accesses.

Need to consider impact of
route on existing accesses.

Short section runs adjacent to
SH6 with section off route at
-0.5 the base of Cornet Peak.

Score

IO1, IO2

Score

0.5

1.0

0.00

1.00

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

Operational and Network Impacts

Score

Traffic management
costs associated with
route.

Challenges associated
with construction on
SH6 corridor.

Potential costs
associated with
upgrading QTT
recreational trail to
acceptable standard for
commuting.

-1.0

Less costs in
comparison with other
options as
predominately off-road
route although short
portion adjacent to SH6
with associated traffic
0.5
management costs.

Comments

IO3

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

Land required where
crossing of private
accessways is
required.

Queenstown Trails
Trust proposing to
construct unsealed
trail with landowner
approval. However,
there is a need to
revisit this if the
extent of work
differs.

Comments

Consent for
earthworks,
stormwater and works
near the river.

Comments

IO3

Consentability

Score

Consent likely for
-0.5 earthworks and
stormwater.

-0.5

-0.5 Score reflects greater
-1.0
consenting
requirements with
works near water likely
to trigger additional
consents.

Score

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3

-2.0

-1.0

Base

Score

0.500

-1.500

Total Score No
Weighting

11c
11d
11e
11f

11a
11b

10c

Queenstown Town
Centre
Melbourne Street
Stanley Street
Camp Street and
Hotops
Marine Parade
Shotover Street
Man Street

Speargrass Road

Route

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- New work to provide
sealed, widened,
continuous path.
- Separated from traffic.

Assumptions

High speed road.

Some crossings of
intersecting roads and
numerous accesses
required along route.

-1.5

Score

Speargrass Road
generally flat with
reasonable widths along
corridor.

Littles Road has
significant width and
grade constraints.

Comments

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

Comments

Least direct route option
-1.0
(more than 16km).

Score

IO1
Comments

IO1
Comments

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

Longer travel times than
other options with close
proximity to high speed
1.0
rural roads reduce
attractiveness.
Views of range.

Score

Connectivity / Integration

Connectivity to Millbrook
Resort and Dalefield.
-1.0 Connectivity with QTT
trails to Frankton and
Lake Hayes.

Score

Directness and Coherence

-1.5

Score

Road corridors not as busy
as 10b so may have less
social safety.

Social safety is better due
to proximity to numerous
properties and being
adjacent to roads.

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

1.0

Largely outside
Outstanding Natural
Landscape.

Comments

Score

Comments

IO2

Resilience

Comments

0.00
0.00
0.00

-2.50

0.00
0.00
0.00

-0.5

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

Score

0.00
0.00

Route conflicts with a
-0.5 significant number of
intersections and accesses.

Score

IO1, IO2

Operational and Network Impacts

0.00

Route follows existing
Low liquefaction risk.
road corridor and being
a modified environment,
-1.0 is not anticipated to have -0.5 Alluvial fans.
more than minor effects,
Flooding (rainfall) risk.
except for the western
part of the route, which
may have visual effects.
This is reflected in a
worse score than option
10b.

Score

IO1

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

0.00
0.00

Potential opposition
from residents.

Comments

IO3

Stakeholders and Community

0.00

-3.00

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

Arrowtown-Lake Hayes
Road portion of route
ties into option 9a
(reduced costs).

Traffic management
costs associated with
route.

Significant costs
implications due to
grade and width on
Littles Road.

Comments

IO3
Comments

Score

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3
Comments

IO3

Consentability

Land required where
crossing of private
accessways is
Consent likely for
required. Score
-1.5
-1.0 earthworks and
reflecting greater
stormwater.
number of properties
affected compared
with Option 10b.

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

-0.5

Score

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

-3.0

Base

Score

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

-8.500

Total Score No
Weighting

Underpass via
Robertson St

Boyes Crescent

Ex-12.2

12d

South Frankton

SH6A

12b

12c

- Mix of new sealed
shared cyclist/pedestrian
path and "Greenway"
SH6 via QTT track
through residential
(north of driving
streets
range and through
- Signalised crossing of
camp ground)
Kawarau Rd (SH6)
- Signalised crossing of
SH6 near Hawthorne Dr

No room to widen path
on SH6A so cyclists
travelling in opposite
directions cant safely
pass

Similar safety risks as
other options

Crosses a busy urban
environment through
McBride Street

Similar safety risks as
other options

Unsignalised crossing
required on Yewlett Cres.

Crosses a busy urban
environment through
McBride Street.

Path to utilise signalised
crossing of SH6.

Least interaction with
traffic than other
options.

Signalised crossing of
SH6.

Route is primarily
separated from traffic
through Frankton
residential zone.

Existing narrow footpath
increases risk of conflicts
between user groups.

Some interaction with
traffic.

- New sealed pedestrian
footpath on Boyes
Crescent with on-road
cycle facilities
- New signalised crossing
facility across SH6 at
Humphrey St as part of
other project.
- New widened/ sealed
path to Robertson St

Low risk on-road
facilities on Boyes
Crescent and Robertson
Street.

No steep grade issues
along route.

Not suitable for two-way
movements.

No steep grade issues
along route.

Comments

Width of path on SH6A
not suitable for two way
peds/cycles.

Crossing at McBride St
will require considerable
improvement.

Good existing width for
two way separated
facilities along majority
of route.

No steep grade issues
along route.

Motorcamp has a
relatively constrained
width.

Multiple road crossings
required.

1.0

Good widths and
gradients along route.

No facilities for cyclists
on Robertson Street.

Route climbs a relatively
steep gradient and
narrows to a pinch point
on the corner of
-1.0
Southberg Ave.

-1.0

0.5

Constrained width for
widened footpath in
some locations.

Stewart Street has
relatively steep gradient.

1.5 Good existing width for
two way separated
facilities along majority
of the route.

0.0

Score

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

- Existing unsealed
Risk of conflicts between
underpass with
active users and traffic
connection via Robertson
on Robertson Street.
Street mixed with traffic.

- New shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- Utilise existing shared
path in some locations
- Diagonal
pedestrian/cyclist
crossing on McBride
Street intersection
- Signalised crossing of
Kawarau Rd (SH6)
- Underpass of SH6
- Existing 2.0m shared
path SH6A

SH6 via QTT track
via Events Centre

- Mix of new sealed
shared cyclist/pedestrian
path and "Greenway"
through residential
streets
- Signalised crossing of
Kawarau Rd (SH6)
- Sealed pedestrian
footpath on Beach
Access road
- Improved unsignalised
crossings
- Signalised crossing of
SH6 near Hawthorne Dr

- Mix of sealed and
unsealed shared
cyclist/pedestrian path.
- Sections of route go
through residential
streets without
pathways.

Assumptions

12a

Existing
Ex-12.1 SH6 via QTT track
via Events Centre

North Frankton

Route

Comments

Very direct route with
reasonable coherence
although the legibility is
low given the number of
corners across short
distance

Least coherent route
option given the longer
distance to get around
1.5 Boyes Crescent.
Low coherence because
of it heading in the
wrong direction

-1.0

Most direct route
maintaining visual
contact with SH6 for two
thirds of the route.
Directness and
0.0 coherence is reduced
due to the deviation off
SH6, through Gray
Street, back onto SH6a
and off again

Less direct route than
12a however, more
coherent than the option
which jumps on and off
0.5 the highway.
Campground is not the
most intuitive route.
Wayfinding required

Least direct of the
options due to deviation
around the south of the
driving range.
Not intuitive route for
2.0
users approaching
Queenstown directly.
Connects well to the
south of Frankton

Least direct of the
options due to deviation
around the south of the
driving range.
Not intuitive route for
0.0
users approaching
Queenstown directly.
Connects well to the
south of Frankton

Score

IO1
Comments

IO1

Equal connectivity

Limited accessibility to
SH6a businesses only
and local connections
required to access the
Gray Street area and PT
hub developments.
Mainly feeder to the
lakeside trail

-0.5 Equal connectivity

1.0

1.5

1.0

Strong integration with
Events Centre and to PT
hub at Frankton. Strong
accessibility to Gray
Street shop
developments. No direct
accessibility to SH6/
SH6a intersection
commercial locations.
Good connectivity
towards South Frankton
and existing QTT trail to
Remarkables Park.

Integration with PT hub
at Frankton.
Longer route to access
Gray Street shop
developments,
commercial centre on
-1.0 SH6 and SH6a
intersection and school.
Route already exists to
Events Centre so this
would be a good feeding
route.

Comments

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

Elongated route with a
climb, in the wrong
direction with less
1.0 legibility. No added
landscape value due to
route following road and
local streets

Route provides direct
connection and will
1.0 reduced grades and
interaction with traffic.

Adjacent to parkscape of
driving range. Exposure
0.5 to high volume SH6 and
SH6a for large portion of
the route

Parkscape setting along
side of driving range,
residential streets, camp
1.5
ground and then
finishing along the
waterfront

Parkscape setting well
away from transport
corridors for half of the
route.
0.5 Low volume residential
streets for short section
before connecting to the
waterfront of Lake
Wakatipu

Increase of active
volumes may lead to
perception of safety
0.5 issues and reduce
attractiveness.

Score

Connectivity / Integration

Integration with PT hub
at Frankton.
Longer route to access
Gray Street shop
-1.0 developments,
commercial centre on
SH6 and SH6a
intersection and school.

Score

Directness and Coherence

-0.5

1.0

-1.0

1.0

1.5

0.5

Score

All on road with passive
surveillance from adjoining
properties and vehicles

Lack of passive surveillance
into the underpass.
Surveillance along the
street portion of the route

Close to high volume roads
for large proportion of the
route allows for good
passive surveillance

Sections close to high
volume roads for half of
the route. Greenway on
road for second half of the
route with passive
surveillance from
neighbouring properties.
This route finishes on new
cul-de-sac road which may
have less passive
surveillance dependent on
adjacent activities

Section through the events
centre and greenspace has
minimal adjacent activities
reducing the passive
surveillance on the path.
Residential streets will
provide low levels of
passive surveillance.

Section through the events
centre and greenspace has
minimal adjacent activities
reducing the passive
surveillance on the path.
Residential streets provide
low levels of passive
surveillance.

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

1.5

1.0

1.5

1.0

-0.5

-0.5

4.50

1.00

2.50

4.50

2.50

-1.00

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

Comments

Alluvial fans.

Low risk of liquefaction.

Comments

0.0
Alluvial fans.

Low risk of liquefaction.
Flooding (rainfall) Risk

0.0 Existing route

0.0

0.0

Landslide Area

Low risk of liquefaction.

Landslide Area

Low risk of liquefaction.

Low risk of liquefaction.
Route adjacent to SH and
Flooding (rainfall) Risk
0.0 therefore minimal effect 0.0
(Reflected in score of 0).
Alluvial fans.

Route follows existing
road corridor and being
Potential objections with
a modified environment,
possible reduced road
is not anticipated to have
space and removal of car
-1.0 more than minor effects.
parking.
A score of 0 is therefore
given.

Existing route

No issues anticipated.

0.0

Score

IO2

Resilience

Route adjacent to SH and
Low risk of liquefaction.
-0.5 therefore minimal effect 0.0
(Reflected in score of 0).
Alluvial fans.

0.0 Existing route

Score

IO1

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

Route largely follows
existing road corridor
Potential objections with
and being a modified
possible reduced road
environment, is not
space and removal of car
-1.0 anticipated to have more
parking.
than minor effects. A
score of 0 is therefore
given.

Potential objections with
possible reduced road
space and removal of car
parking.

Introduction of higher
volumes of peds/cyclists
through driving range
may cause friction.

Enhancements to the
existing trail are
anticipated to gain
support.

Existing route

Comments

IO3

Stakeholders and Community

Mostly off-road facilities so
no significant network
impacts.

Comments

Connectivity to bus network
on SH6 near retail precinct, at
Frankton bus hub and
adjacent to Frankton Road.

Connectivity to bus network
on SH6 near retail precinct
and at Frankton bus hub.

-0.5

Potential minor impacts to
accesses and parking

Unlikely to result in significant
mode shift in existing form.

Increase in volumes of users
will result in conflicts with
traffic as there are limited or
-0.5 no facilities on Roberston St.

-0.5

-0.5

Need to consider impact of
route on existing
intersections and accesses
through residential zone.

Less potential for modal shift.

Route is set back considerable
distance from Frankton bus
hub.

Need to consider impact of
route on existing
intersections and accesses
-0.5
through residential zone.

Mostly off-road facilities so
no significant network
impacts.

Less potential for modal shift.

Score

1.0

1.0

1.5

1.5

0.5

Comments

IO3

Challenges associated
with construction on
SH6 corridor.

Upgrade of QTT track
to higher commuting
standard. Costs
associated to fill path
gaps in residential
zone.

Costs to improve
crossing facility at
McBride Street
intersection.

Traffic management
costs associated with
route.

Some costs associated
-0.50 with improvement of
local streets.

0.50 Existing route

1.00

Challenges associated
with construction on
SH6 corridor.

Costs associated to fill
path gaps in residential
zone and adjacent to
SH6.

Traffic management
costs associated with
0.00
route.

-0.50

Challenges associated
with construction on
SH6 corridor.

Comments

Comments

IO3

Consentability

0.0 Existing route

Possible need for
Consent likely for
1.0 land where widening -0.5 earthworks and
required.
stormwater.

0.0 Existing route

Possible need for
Consent likely for
1.0 land where widening -0.5 earthworks and
required.
stormwater.

Possible need for
Land where widening
required. Land
Consent likely for
required through
1.0 campground. Score
-0.5 earthworks and
stormwater.
reflects QLDC's
involvement with
campground lease
renewal.

Possible need for
Consent likely for
1.0 land where widening -0.5 earthworks and
required.
stormwater.

0.0 Existing route

Score

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3

0.0 Existing route

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

-0.50 Existing route

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

-0.5 Route is set back considerable 0.0
distance from Frankton bus
hub.

Score

IO1, IO2

Operational and Network Impacts

-0.5

0.0

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

0.0

Score

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Base

Score

4.000

1.500

3.500

4.500

2.000

-1.500

Total Score No
Weighting

Full separation from
- Minor improvements to
traffic.
unsealed new unsealed
Underpass via new
track.
track
Conflicts between users
- 1.0m to 1.5m path only
due to lack of available
due to ground conditions
width for two way flow.

12f

Some safety risks to
cyclist due to narrowing
of footpath due to
guardrail end treatment
and retaining wall on the
corner of Southberg Ave.
Two-way cycle facility
not achievable

Low risk of conflicts with
traffic.

Comments

0.0

Limited width path 1.5m
in some locations
unsuitable for two way
flows.

Route climbs a relatively
steep gradient and
1.0 narrows to a pinch point
on the corner of
Southberg Ave.

Score

IO1, IO2

Comments

Usability

Safety

IO1, IO2

Underpass via
Robertson St

- New widened/ sealed
path on Robertson Street
- Minor legibility
improvements to existing
tracks

Assumptions

12e

Route

Very direct route with
reasonable coherence
although the legibility is
low given the number of
corners across short
distance

Comments

Very direct route with
-2.0 good coherence. Visual
connection to the

0.5

Score

IO1

2.0

1.0

Score

Directness and Coherence

Equal connectivity

Equal connectivity

Comments

IO1
Comments

IO1, IO3

Attractiveness

1.0

New track and underpass
would Provide complete
separation from vehicles,
open views to the river
and a direct route with
less grade

Route provides direct
connection and will
1.0 reduce grades and
interaction with traffic.

Score

Connectivity / Integration

2.0

1.0

Score

Lack of passive surveillance
into the structure and
along portion adjacent to
the river. Perception of
isolated route

Lack of passive surveillance
into the underpass.
Surveillance along the
street portion of the route

Comments

IO2

Social Safety

0.0

1.0

1.00

4.50

Base Score
- No
Score
Weighting

Score

No issues anticipated.

No issues anticipated.

Comments

IO3
Comments

IO1
Score

Effects on the natural and
cultural environment

Comments

IO2

Resilience

Route runs through
Kawarau Falls Scenic
Reserve. However, the
0.0 score reflects the route
being an existing trail.
0.0
Landslide Area

Low risk of liquefaction.

Route adjacent to SH and
Low risk of liquefaction.
0.0 therefore minimal effect 0.0
(Reflected in score of 0).
Landslide Area

Score

Stakeholders and Community

-0.5

-0.5

Score

No impacts as route is
separated from traffic.

Very minor impacts to
property access.

No impacts as route is
separated from traffic.

Comments

IO1, IO2

Score

2.0

2.0

Comments

IO3

Only minor
1.50 improvements so very
little cost.

Assumes no property
required.

Comments

Comments

IO3

Consentability

Consent likely for
0.0 earthworks and
stormwater.

Consent likely for
0.0 earthworks and
stormwater.

Score

Property (Land
Requirements, Easements
and Agreements)
IO3

Existing trail,
2.0 assumes no property
required.

2.0

Score

Ease of Construction and
costs (Technical)

Lower costs as it is
separated from traffic
1.50 and much of the route
has already been
constructed.

Base Score
Score
- No
Weighting

Operational and Network Impacts

-0.5

-0.5

Score

1.5

1.5

Base

Score

4.000

7.500

Total Score No
Weighting

